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REGIONAL COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, MYSORE-6

A, Course in Techniques in Administrative Supervision 
and Management

Course Director.. Dr.K.P.Nayak

Course Co-ordinator: .. Shri.V.T.Doreswamy

Objectives:

1. To orient the participants to the application 
of modern management techniaues in education

2. To help them in acquiring certain management 
skills.

3. To help them in practising modern management 
techniques and principles in their adminis
trative tasks

4. To help them in developing competency in 
decision making

6. To help them in understanding and practising 
modern supervisory techniques

6, To help them in understanding employee rating, 
employee motivation and employee grievances 
redressal procedures etc.

The programme:

I. Management in Education

a. Concept, aims and objectives
Objectives of educational management 
according to Belfour
Modern management technique

b. Theoritical background of management
c. Approaches to management in Education:POSDORB 

Pentangular System appraach
d. Management by Objectives
e. Human relations in school administration
f. Application of PERT and CPM to Educational 

Programmes and Schemes
g. Decision making - Praxiiogy

(p.t.o)
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II. Management of instructional resources

a. Management of learning
b. Supervision for change and innovation
c. Programmed learning techniaues
d. General issues and topics
e. Overview on use of audiovisual aids in 

schools
f. Library as instructional centre- organisa

tion and management
g. Administering educational media
h. Student counselling
i. S.U.P.Work - promotion and management

III. Management of non-instructional resources

a. Cocurricular activities -
Sports and games

b. Record management
c. Performance budgeting, office management
d. 0 & M in general administration and educational 

administration
e. Educational manual and conduct rules
f. Health and cominunicty services

IV. Instructional planning

a. How I do it - delegation - Principal as a model
b. Cpse study

Methodology

Lectures, lecture-discussion, panel discussions, 
small-group discussions, visits and practicals.
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REGIONAL COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, MYSORE-6

A Course in Techniques in Administrative Sna'T?.,? on and Management for 
Heads of High Schools of Pndi-hcrry.

6 February to ID February 1979

I Session - 9 am to ID am IV Session - 2 pm to 3 pm
II Session - 10 am to 11 am V .Session - 3 pm to 4 pm
III Session - 11 am to 12 Noon VI Session - 4 pm to 5 pm

Day and S-nr
Da'-e ion Sr.hj at To be ; Jon

Tuesday
6/2/1979

II Registration - Participants to register 
Assembly Hall

themselves at the

III

IV
V

VI

Inauguration
Introduction to the Course
General issues and topics
How I do it - delegation - Principal a 
model?
Group work : in four groups I, II, III

— Dr. K.P, Nayak
- Mr. C. Seshadri
- Mr.T.G. Satyanarayana 

(IV)

Wednesday I 
7/2/1979

II
III
IV

V
VI

Theoritical background of Management
Aporoaches to Management in Education

a) POSDORB
b) Pentangular - Dr.V.J. Hudli, J .D.
c) System approach A.T.I.

Management by Objectives for Schools - Dr. K.P. Nayak 
Human Relations in Schools Administration - Dr. P.C. Eapcn 
Management of Non-instructional R .sources -

a) Co-curricular activities - Dr.U.S. Madhyasta
b) Sports, Games, etc. - Mr.S.Balakrishnaiah

Dr.S. Dandaponi
S.U.P.W. Promotion and its management - Sri S.K. Gupta 
Group work

Thursday
8/2/1979

I Application of PERT and CPU to educational. ,,ri M ,N .;;riahnalaoorthy 
programmes and Schemes

II Administering Educational Media
III' Performance budgetting, Office manage

ment
IV Supervision for change and innovation

V Library as instructional centre - 
Organising and managing

VI Institutional Planning 
VII Group

- Dr.V.R. Rao

- Mr. M.G.Kanakar cm 

-Dr. K.P. Nayak
- Mr.M.SitcU'amaswnjny

- Dr.PrC. Eapen

Friday
9/2/1979

I Management of Instruction Resources! - Dr. K.P. Nayak
Management of learning

II Overview or uses of audio-visual aids in - Mr.V.T. I *.;o; 
Schools.
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9/2/1979 III 

IV
V

Saturday 
10/2/1979 I

II
III

IV
V

VI

Programmed learning techniques 
Case Study in Human Relations 
Panel Discussion

- Dr.S.S. P-tiled, Aft
- Dr. V.J. Hudli, AT'.

Decision Making - Praxiology - Dr. K.P. ’V/ilc
Problems of Underachievement in Schools - Dr.S. Dandapani
0 and M in general administration and
Educational Administration
Preparation of Action Plan and group reports
Presentation of reports
Valedictory function

GROUP DISCUSSION TOPICS;

I.
II.

Problems in School Management and our Approach to them - Mr.N.N. Prnhallada
Problems in Management of Non-instructional resources 
and our approach to them. Dr.U.S. Madhyastha

III. Student Unrest and our approach to them

IV. Barriers to the implementation of innovations - 
roots of the difficulties.

-Mr. N.N. Praha.Ha.da

- Mr. C. Se shadr i



SCHOOL M?JUG*MENT BY OBJECTIVES

Dr.K.P.Nayak

Management in Education ,

The foremost definition of management is that it is the specific 
instrument of an enterprise used to achieve positive-end results. In 
education this means that every act, every decision, every deliberation of 
management has as its first dimension a learning results dimension. For 
learning is the single common product of every dimension and every level 
of’-education. Management is the art of getting a job done through others.

The ultimate test of effective management is measurable performance, 
achievement demonstrated through measurable results rather than knowledge 
remains, of necessity, both aim and proof.

Managers of Education :

Uho education managers are?
Managers of education include school, college and university trustees 

through educational technologists, librarian, end other professional 
knowledge workers.

In short every educational professional is a potential educational 
manager. The true educational manager is distinguished from the traditional 
administrator by:

(a) giving others vision and the opportunity for performing their 
jobs effectively and

(b) accepting personal accountability for achieving established 
measurable results.

Mhat educational managers do?

They plan,
They lead,
They administer
They accept responsibility for what their subordinators do,
They make things happen,
They organise ,
They are oriented towards results and responsibility,
They make decisions.

Management functions:

Modern management theorists define mana,r; event as a combination 
of five functions:

1. Planning
2. Organising
3. Staffing
4. Directing
5. Controlling

Management

Planning

Policy formulation

Controlling

Organisation Immedirr
structure sup er visit ■

1. objectives 
procedures
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An executive or manager, which you wish to call him, is supposed to:

1. determine what he wants people to do,
2. select and train as qualified people as he can do it,
3. check periodically to see how well they are doing it,
4. see that methods are found by which they can do better,
F, discipline them (discipline has two aspects on it. Reward for 

work well done and appropriate treatment for failure)
Anythingelse that manager is doing is not management.

Main feature of development administration are:

1. Development administration is continuously evaluating itself to 
respond to the contonporary and future challenges.

2. Development administration believes in freedom, initiative, creativity 
and experimentation.

3. Development administration aims at bringing about planned change in 
the interest of modernisation.

4. Development administration is interested in the professional growth
of its functionaries and is committed to decentralisation of power and 
authority.

Administration Vs Managonent*

Administration tends to be reflexive reaction to unfor&een events 
whereas management tries to forsee events by planned action. Manager can 
efficiently respond to the public call for accountability in education.

Administrative organizations are input-orineted organisations. 
Management systems are out-put oriented systems. Input organisations 
cannot demonstrate accountability because the structure militates against 
management of results. Output systems can demonstrate accountability 
because the structure cannot function without precise ranges of measures 
or concise discriptive results.

To overcome illiteracy, and to solve other educational problems, 
management is confronted with four major realities.

1. the sharp increase in popular aspiration for education
2. the acute scarcity of economic resources
3. the inherent inertia of educational systems
4. the inertia of society itself. 

i_ ■
The challenge to educational management on the grand scale requires 

procedures which will result in substantial mutual adjustment and 
adaptation by both education and the larger society.

An educational system cs a system share in common with other systems 
a set of inputs which are subject of a process, designed to attain 
certain outputs, which are intended to satisfy the system1s objectives 
and goals. Together these form a dynamic whole and if one is to assess 
the health of an educational system in order to improve its performance, an 
to plan its future intelligently, the relationship between its critical 
components must be examined in a unified vision.
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Learning for what

It provides a means for systematically conducting long and short range 
planning ;
It improves control and coordination in the school by keeping check on 
all activities of the school;
It makes for maximum utilization of school personnel through the distri
bution of specific performance objectives;
It assures equitable distribution of time, work load and compensation 
through the review of job performance;
It establishes a more effective method for apprising the performance 
by school by the objective nature of the specific performance objective; and
It fosters better training development program through workshops or 
personal development objectives.

Some of the problems association with school MBO arc;

It requires hard work
It needs time to apply
It is not a panacea
There is an initiation problem
Old ways are difficult to erase
^knphasis on procedure educators may be able to beat the system.

Basic conditions of effective School Management

Effective school management depends upon practices which following four 
basic principles:

1. decentralisation of staff member
2. maintaining accountability
3. development and growth of school personnel
4. personnel involvement

School managers are responsible for leadership contributions that 
materially affect the capacity of the organisation to perform effectively 
so as the obtain desired results. By virture of their work managers are 
expected to make a significant impact on the performance and results of 
the whole .

In addition to maximizing results, managers harmonize every decision 
and action to the requirement of both the immediate and long range goals, 
of the organisation.
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There are fnuT basic operations necessary for educators to perform to 
get .the maximum results:

1. establish precise goals and measureable objectives
2. evaluate progress towards predermined goals and objectives
3. organise
4. motivate and communicate

Management by objectives

MBO is managing by demonstrable measurable towards predetermined 
goals, and objectives. It provides a viable alternative to admin1stration 
by abdiction, crisis, fear or common sense.

The system of MBO goes beyond applying a set of rules, engaging a 
series of procedures, or even a set method of managing. It is a process 
whereby the superordinate and subordinate managers of an organisation 
jointly identify its common goals, define each individual’s major area 
of responsibility in terms of results expected of them and use these 
measures os guides for operating the unit and assessing the contribution 
of each of its members.

The primary effects of eraplying MBO in education are to be seen in 
such tangible results ns improved learning,more relevant curricula, lower 
dropout states and more efficient use of available resources. The system 
of MBO improves the efficientcy of the school, Its visible effects arc 
seen in such areas as improved morale, improved delegation of decision
making, identifying more promotable people and an improved institutional 
image.

The Qycle of Management by Objectives

3.
2. Revisions in 

organisation 
structure

Super ordinate 
sets down goals 
and measure for 
subordinate

Sub-ordinate 
proposes goals 
and measures 
for his job

8.

7.

1. Establishment of 
organisations common Feedback
goals and measures X & change
of er

Feed back of
interim
results
against
measures

Joint 
agreonent 

on subordinate 
goals

Review of organi
zation performance

Annual management 
^prisal of 
subordinates

Cumulative 
quarterly reviews( 
of subordinate’s 
results against
m c-. cures

Elimination 
of inappropriate 
goals

New
inputs

±

6.
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MBO helps overcome many problems of managing, administrators, 
teachers, counsellors, educational technologists, librarians and 
other workers.

1. providing a means of measuring their true contributions
2. defining common goals of the educational systan and the measurable 

contributions of the individuals to these goals,
3. enhancing coordinated effort and teamwork without eliminating 

personal risk taking towards reaching common goal,
4. providing solutions to the key problems of defining the major '~roas 

or responsibility for each person in the systj?.,
5. processes which are geared to achieve the results desired both for 

the system as a whole and for the individual contributions,
6. eliminating the need for individuals to change their personalities, 

for apprising them on the basis of their personality traits,
7. providing a means of determining each knowledge workers span of 

control
8. providing a means for objectively providing merit pay,
9. adding in identifying promotable individuals based upon tbacher’s 

performance.

Setting goals:

Jetting routine objectives;
setting problem solving objectives,
setting creative objectives
setting personnel development objectives

The following strategy is the ideal to actually begin thestrategy for
installation of school MBO;

Step: 1. establish long range goals,
2. conduct critical analysis
3. develop or define job descriptions
4. prepare key results analysis
8. devise school and individual improvement plan,
6. exert effort to perform,
7. initiate performance apprisal review
8. establish training program
9. establish accountability.

Ihe stated and defined goal (an educated person) must become the 
fundamental basis for all decisions about the design and its management, 
jiny significant design or operation decision which is not demonstrably 
effective and efficient in terras of objectives which are commensurate 
with the system goal can be successfully challenged by critics. It 
appears that many of the management decisions currently being made as 
to design and operation of instructional programs are not made in 
accordance with a clear goal in mind. They are not made with regard 
to if the particular learning objective is important, how it is important, 
and if it is the best --esigned learning activity to achieve the system 
goal of producing educated person.
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The call for accountability require that goal and objectives 
are set and implemented, that there is a plan, that it is orga
nised, directed, coordinated and controlled and implemented - 
then only the call for accountability is responsibility answered.

-oOo-
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MANAGEMENT BY OBJECTIVES RECONSIDERED

ThREE are many techniques of practical import hidden in the 
concept of ’’Management by Objectives”. These are not ’secret’ 
techniques but techniques which managers need to learn and practise 
1 on the job’.

In the haze of the profound impact that MBO made over the 
last decade, strategies pertaining to the MBO package remained

ignored in the text-books and as such, were not adequately applied.

It is true that young managers of today have a surfeit jf 
knowledge but they apply only a modicum of ring-craft for they are 
not adequately and timely exposed to the realities of management.

The seven techniques given below will serve as a sample and 
they need to be applied according to the exigencies of circumstan
ces in the fulfilment of individual objectives of managers when they 
perform their managerial tasks. t"‘
MANAGEMENT BY COERCION:

The philosophy behind this is that omnopotent managers should 
command obedience in all circumstances and their subordinates can 
be motivated only by the fear of sack.

The manager must claim himself to be liberal and enlightened 
though others might claim that this approach is primitive. The 
fact that a philosophy is out of favour does not mean that it is 
dead. Instead it may mean that it must be applied more ingeniously.

For instance, while it is difficult to fire a man just because 
he is disliked, there is nothing to prevent a manager from withhold
ing his salary increase or from deleting his name from the promotion 
list, though temporarily. The least that could be is to spoil his 
confidential report which of course, never remains confidential.

• Another method would be to get rid of a really troublesome 
individual by restructing his job in such a way-that his weaknesses 
are exposed. The subsequent dismissal may then become a mere matter 
of formality and surely, the manager will be commended for his 
’vigilance’.

MANAGEMENT BY CONVERSION:
This technique is for those who are on the brink of retirement 

The manager should begin to air his reservations about top manage
ment policies. He may stay silent at meetings where he is expected 
to lend support as an experienced executive.'

During casual conversation with the most bitter opponents of 
his boss, he needs to express his growing disenchantment for his 
boss. By the time the blow falls, his conversion would be virtually 
complete.

Far from being spurned as a renegage or a turncoat, his stag
ing a come-back to the fold will be warmly welcomed like the prodi
gal son. And in the process he has converted his superiors to his 
line of thinking.

i'irdxAGMENT BY DESERTION:

A manager may be appraoching some kind of breakdown by the 
sheer weight of ’overwork’. The remedy for this will be to delegate
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The manager will, therefore, need some time to recharge his bat
teries, He need not have any oualms while celegating his more import
ant tasks. After all, his major responsibility is to develop his sub
ordinates. • '

Like every good thing, delegation can also be overdone. And yet, 
he should put up the appearrance of being extraaruinarX'ly active an^ 
fully committed to the objectives of the company. He should not for
get to insist on regular written reports on everything he delegate.

The resulting, pile of paperwork on his uesk will create- the 
impression that he is a vertible human dynamo. Of course, only a few 

■ f these papeprs need actually to be kept ready by him.

FuJSAGEMENT BY PERVERSION:

This technioue includes the art of tailoring any communication 
to meet one’s, own personal needs. It .is not what one says but what 
one leaves unsaid that is important.

’’Performance appraisal” can be converted into an exercise in 
manipulation. As an appraiser, he should keep subordinates interested

and highly motivated without committing to anything specific.

Many an employee may be assured of their ‘long-term1 prospects 
as being only too bright. The manager must remember that most men 
hate to see themselves as others see them for truth is a mistress to 
be loved too well.

MANAGEMENT BY SUBMERSION:

Instead of indulging in over-zealous cant about initiative and 
creativity, it is safer to have no ideas at all if one wishes to 
survive in popularity. Thereby, the manager does pose no threat to 
the superiors.

The manager may thus adopt the motto: why not merge into the 
background? Soon he will discover himself as a non-controvertial 
figure who can inflict no harm on anyone.

If sometimes he is expected to take a lead, then to face such 
predicament, he should do a few trivial adjustments in his depart
mental records system. He can then sell it to his boss as a major 
innovatoin.

He should not be openly critical when his opinion is sought, 
on changes,sparked by his boss. Instead, he may pledge his full 
support aid yet <fto the minimum that is necessary. In the thick of 
storm, he w^ll emerge unscathed when it has passed.

He should remember that both enthusiatic words and condemnation 
evoke reaction from one quarter or another.MANAGEMENT BY SUBVERSION:

ihis is for frustrated executives who would like' to punish their 
companies for their lack of advancement.

These ‘freedom fighters’ have always an unshakable convictLn 
that ’puli’, not performance, is the key to success. To them, the 
corporation is a maligntft force which can be defeated only by guerilla 
tactics. These persons need to fight their battles in corridors and 
o^throoms.

Q
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They should straighten out anyone who shows respect f.,r com
pany policies relating to promotion and career development. Like 
anarchists, they should regard almost every company mistake with a
tolerant amusement, finally merging themselves into sheer indiffe
rence.

M/JNaGEMENT BY DIVERSION:

A manager should divert the work miseries of hfe superiors ana 
subordinates by arranging skilful entertainments, get-togethers, 
lunches and dinners. Such diversionary strategies take the steam 
out of many a tense situation.

The tired worker on the assembly line looks forward to some 
recreational evening. The union leader may be given free passes 
for travelling anywhere that*"keeps him away from his place of work. 
Likewise, the angry boss can be brought round by doing fsocial1 
service1 for his better-half. The imcompetent boss can be tamed 
open,lavish praise.
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PRACTICE IN r0 AND Mr

’0 & M’ is the title generally used to describe the study of 
organisation and methods and procedures they adopt. This term Is 
also used as equivalent to management improvement. The purpose 
of !0 & M’ is to assist the officers in effecting changes and ad
justments in administration to have maximum productive results 
and particualrly to secure the following:-

•1. Improvement in organisetion/structures;
2. Elimination of delays and speeding up of operations:
3. Economy and effective use of human and material

resources;
4. ‘ Simplification of procedures and methods.

10 & M’ has two distinct advantages in that—

i. It provides a separate machinery for constant 
attempt in improving public administration by 
keeping the organisation under critical review 
by procedures;

ii. it helps to keep the structure and methods upto 
date in tune with the changing needs.

2. with the advent of independence a large number of social 
welfare measures are undertaken by Government. This added con
siderable amount of responsibility on the part of the Government 
to organise and implement them successfully. Naturally Govern
ment had to create separate units or add the activities to the ex
isting ones. In the process of implementation of various policies 
and programmes undertaken in that connection by Government need to 
assess the functioning of the organisation and procedures and me
thods adopted was keenly felt with a view to ascertain thie effec
tiveness and to find out the reasons for dificiencles if any, so * 
that appropriate measures could be institiated to bring about 
improvement. This lead to establishment of 0 & M activities and 
in the initial periods, the activities were confined to certain 
routine aspects having a bearing on internal functioning of the 
organisation and simplification of procedures and methods etc.

3. Time and again need for intelligent application of ’ 0 & Mr 
to administrative activities .to. make organisations and methods more 
responsive to the public is stressed. Therefore an attempt to 
raise the level of the reform from mere 10 & M’ operations con
fining to certain routine matters to something more likely to yield 
reform in a wider sense is being made. In this connection, it 
would be relevant to quote the decision of the Government of India 
regarding reactivisation of 0 & M units.

’’The sights of the ’ 0&Mr units should be lifted beyond 
the mere routine tasks performed by them at the movement 
To have an impact on methods of work and on efficiency 
generally and to function effectively as consultancy 
organisations within the ministries, it is necessary to 
staff these units adequately, in terms of number as 
well as the quality and level of personnel.

The need for specialisation in this field requires to 
be stressed along with the need to have periodical 
changes so that thinking does not get fossilised.
Training should, therefore, be imparted to officers 
of the right calibre in adequate numbers.

There is also a case for moving in a new direction 
altogether, namely, towards fashioning management 
service units in selected ministries appropriate to 
the actual requirement of the individual ministria s 
and their field organisation”.
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4. At present the scope of T0 & M* activities covers a variety 
.•)f management problems and this has ledd to the application of well 
known work study and other productivity techniques in the«aid of 
^ministration. This obviously has resulted in bringing about spe
cialisation in these matters. To-day the t0&Ml work includes ap
plication of work study, simplification of procedures and other' 
management improvement techniques like OR PERT, CRM, Net-w ’-rk plan
ning, inventory Control etc. Out of these techniques, workstufy is 
widely applied to administrative activities and in fact ’ O&K1 
’..otk Study1 are used synonymously. The work study covers (i) 
Organisati.n-and analysis; (ii) Methods Study and (iii) work m."- 
surement and in conducting work-study of any kind of activity, the 
r’ollowing system is adopted.

a. Analysis — which involves identification of a
problem, recording of facts and 
ascertaining reasons therefor.

b. Evolution—Thinking of alternative patterns to
the existing situation.

c. Evaluation—Consideration of various implications
of the alternatives and selecting them 
as acceptable alternatives for adoption.

5. with the change in the nature of work covered by 10&M1 
these units are no longer concerned with routine itmes of activities 
concerning the internal functioning of organisations. -- list in
dicating the activities which form essential part of their functions 
is enclosed.(Typed below)

STATEMENT
Illustrative list of. items of work which are expected to be 

attended by & M’ Units:

1. Organisation .and Methods studios:

a. Rationalisation of structures and procedures attention is re
quired to be paid to those activities involving public re
lations and services to the people;

b. Information system(review and rationalisation of reports and
returns);

c. Forms design and Control;
d. Manner of processing certain types of repetitive work;
e. Review of delegation of financial and administrative power:
f. Improvements in filing astern '
g. Record Management - System of creation/retention of records, 

of records- Ensuring preparation of retention schedules;
h. Lay-out.

2. work Measurement Studies;
3. Controlling delays;
4. Programme and contents of inspections;
5. Over-seeing the prompt publication of manuals and other

compilations;
6. Follow-up action and Implementation of reports of work

studies etc.
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ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL

1. Administrative Control is the me^ns by which the w: y 
a programme is working and it is f?chieving or not achieving 
its objectives, at all stages, efficiently on. I on time, is 
fount, out.

Hi Purpose: to prevent irresponsibility and prar. -te 
output*

III* Kinds of control! Tw~ types -(1) External -r p.litcal 
control and (2) Internal or administrative Control.

The chief difference between the tw^ is th?t internal 
control is exerciser by supervisors ? nd is primarily concerned 
with efliciency, whereas external control is exercised directly 
by the people, legislators, executive and the courts and is 
primarily concerned with the legality of official action ana 
the responsiveness of public officials to democratic processes.

A. External Control Types (1) Executive control; means :
(а) Minister’s control (b) Budgetory control (c) Central of 
recruitment (d) Receiving reports fr,.m controlled auditor 
General, P.S.C. and other bodies (e) Committees such as P.A-C. 
Estimates committee, Public undertakings'committee, Consultative 
committee (3) Judicial control: means (a) suits against . 
administration (b) Write (c) Control over quasi- Judicial bodies 
in administration.

B. Internal Control:- Nature-Administrative control by super
visors or managers and not by the Directors and proprietors, 
means: Cladden: Four webs of internal controls (1) Management
(2) Finance and Statistics (3) Efficiency survey (4) Professional 
standards (Pfinner & Presthus) 1. Planning (2) Staffing
(3) Budget (4) Personnel Management (5) Centralised Housekeeping
(б) Internal checks—automatic cross verification audit etc.
(7) Communication (.8) Functional standardization and
(9) Inspection.

IV. Certain problems of Internal Control:

(1) The uses and misuses of standardisation and measure
ment (2) the proper location of the control function (3) the 
use of tixne and motion studies in Government and (4) the use 
of statistics and accounting.

V. Administrative Control - General Strategy:

(1) Control is a practical matter. A go >d control system 
reduces a work programme to measurable units ?nd then registers 
the results instantly and accurately Sv> that every „ne in the 
organisation will know precisely where the work stands in 
relation to planned goals at any given time.

(2) The media of control are reports, charts, budgets 
standards, Agencies undertaking these are those engaged in 
organisation planning, Management engineering, research, w.re
planning , budgetting, cost analysis an.' personnel adir.inis- 
tration.
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(3) Kinds of control used in a particular context depui.s 

on the type of programme being administeed. Yet its common 
characterstics are (i) it must be practicable (2) Serve each 
working unit at each level of coordination (3) In-designing a 
control system onemust be certain that the intonation to be 
gathered is useful, adeauate and measurable.

(4) To be effective before a control system is designer an., 
installed all those concerned with it or to be affeeten by it 
must have a chance to discuss it, criticize it aid ought t, accept, 
it emotionally as well as intellectually. Like planning it 
requires the involvement of all.

(5) Control reauires routine reporting by every pr auction 
unit in measurable terms (as far as possible) about input on] 
output either in terms of money or time units, or physical units. 
The information collected must be coordinated to give every body 
a comprehensive view about the state of the programme at any 
given time.

(6) The test of a proper control system is whether the in- 
fomration provided is sufficiently pertinent, clear ana detailed 
(including -charts where feasible) to pinpoint the trouble spots. 
To test the information received the controller must have some 
kind of norm or standard or a quota showing where the work should 
be at a serious of giveh points. Norms are provided partly 
through a system of Budgetting that sets expenditure limitations 
prodAion forecasts^ work planning and cost accounting.

(7) In Govt, activities, it is difficult to standardize and 
measure them for control. But this is not true of all Govt, 
activities. Many activities of Govt, can be measured standards 
have been developed to measure Municipal activities (see clearence 
E. Ridey and Herbert A Simon Measuring Municipal Activities in 
high way administration and educational administration by the
Institute of Public Administration. This effort is being extended 

even a rough standard is better than no standard to know trouble 
spots. Enough if they indicate trends atleast.

(8) Administrative situation from the point of measure 
ability are of three kinds.

1. Work in which standardization is potentially as complete 
as in industry and hence measurable.

2. Tasks and functions that are relatively repetitive and 
measurable but where theie is aome fluctuation. By the use of 
statistics, however, the approximate load of work over a peri 
can be estimated and thus fairly accurately forecasted.

3. Irregular incoming jobs which cannot be predicted and 
tferefore difficult to standardize and measure.
CONCLUSIONThe importance of control need not be exaggerate^.
It binds cd jectives aad organisation personnex, finance, management 
and indicates the state of a progrmme. There is need and fusai- 
bility to blend the control appraoch ani human relations approach, 
otherwise the personnel may look hostile at control system.
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OFFICE MANAGEMENT

hay out - Physical conditions - proximity to.the Mead of Office, 
lighting, ventilation - Office furniture - Equipment including 
duplicating machine., calculators etc., -internal communicati ,-is- 
peons, telephones, buzzers ,etc., -safety precautions, fire 
extinguishers}etc.,

Filing system- Register of cases to be with the supervisor- e
numbering - cross referencing -personal files - arrangement offiles 
and retrievability - preservation of necessary files and weeding 
out the unnecessary ones.
Personnel management - recruitment of staff, their training-evalua
tion and grading -CR*s etc., -service conditions such as pay etc.,- 
staff welfare- lunch rooms -canteen facilities etc., - principle of 
one person answerable to-.one supervisor - delegation of powers - 
powers delegated must commensurate with the duties allotted i.e. 
powers and responsibilities must go hand in hand.
Neec. for employees to be present during the hours of transaction of 
business and regulating transactions during these hours efficiently- 
human relations - Attitude building -identification with the organi
sation and it’s objectives - promotional policies etc.,
Office procedures and 0 & M to ensure generally (i) good flow of work, 
(ii) avoid bottlenecks(iii) avoid duplicating of work and records,
(iv) keep the movement staff to the minimum, (v) avoid unneessary 
writing, (vi) make the best use of specialisation, (vii) avoid unne
cessary checking,(Viij) proper delegation so that decisions are taken 
at various levels without delay and the decisions sre conveyed to the 
parties concerned without delay(ix) rationalisation and simplifiertier 
of procedures to bring about more efficiency, standardisation of;'forms 
(Example: students and staff give their requirements to the office.. 
They are heard, given a date and time to collect the mataials, certi
ficates etc., in the office. This avoids unnecessary waiting of staff 
and students in the Office.), (x) In a school use of notice boards

and up-to-date informatory charts in H.M’s room..

Routine work and work involving decision to be identified and sepa
rated. Making procedures so that routine works flows automatically 
and the decision making process is Quick and effective.

Quality control, surprise check and random check of cases. 

PERFORMANCE BUDGET - hints:

GuvernE^ent accjunting is based on Single entry system. The events 
take place in the following order - preparation of the budget esti
mates and forwardal - approval of cudgel - incurring of expenditure 
recording of monthly expenditure - recording of progressive ex;en- 
diture - Excess, Savinas, heappropriation - Supplementary prants 
etc., - The heads of expenditure are of general nature such as ray, 
Allowance, T.A. Other charges, Scholarship, Eauipments, furniture,

buildings etc., The whole .system of accounts reflects the general 
control kf expenditure, but not related to the specific ''bjectiv .
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to be achieved, nence the concept of performance budgeting. In 
the performance budgeting, the objectives are listed out along/,ith 
their cost estimates, - later not only the progress of expendi
ture is analysed,, but .-progress of the implementation of the 
scheme is also analysed. This is in terms of specific physical 
targets to be achieved and accomplished. This is usually c. ^ne 
->nce in 3 months. Performance budgeting is therefore a better 
system of control in accounts and objective oriented.

- M.G. Kanakram



XI

GUIDANCE AND SUPERVlgTnN QF TEACHERS IN SCHOOIS - THE ROLE OF THE PRINCIPAL
Dr.K.P.Nayak

Ihe Kothari Commission comments the following on the supervisory role 
of the Principals.

"Supervision is the back-bone of educational improvement.
A sympathetic and imaginative system of supervision and administration can 
initiate and accelerate educational reform. On the other hand, a rigid 
bureaucratic approach can stifle all experimentation and creativity and 
make any educational reconstruction almost impossible.”

It is a well known fact that for an efficient running of an institution 
supervision is a necessity. Experience shows that the real end of education 
can only be achieved when the teachers are helped and guided in their pro
fessional sphere. Principal, as an administrative head must fulfil a crucial 
role in supervision. Ihe realistic principal of a school recognizes that he 
is the general supervisor of his school. He is the chief executive of the 
individual school and his role requires that he carried both the administra
tive and supervisory loads. Administrative details often appear more urgent 
and pressing than supervisory activities; yet, ultimately, the success wf 
both the school and the principal are to be measured in the increasing quality 
of the instructional programme.

It is difficult to separate the tasks performed into categories which 
are purely supervisory or purely administrative. However the following kinds 
of actions in which the principal of a secondary school is commonly engaged 
have important implications for supervision.

The principal is the official leader and financial uthority in the 
building. He works within the policy framework set dowh by the government.
He is the pivotal figure in supervision.

1. As the supervisory leader in his school he must set?-in-stage for
instructional improvement activity, support teachers willing to experiment
with new and pro-missing practices, and enthusiastically contribute a significant 
portion of his time and energy to the improvement of learning and teaching.
He stimulates teachers through personal example and genuine interest. He 
attempts to provide sympathetic and knowledgeable guidance. At the some time 
he attempts to identify and encourage leadership in others of this staff.

The Principal’s leadership, at least initially, is derived from the 
authroity invested in his position and from teacher expectations of his role 
Sustained, productive leadership depends upon the personality of the Principal, 
his concept of supervisory leadership, his desire to supervise, and his 
ability to apportion his time wisely.

2. In a secondary school, principal must coordinate and facilitate the 
efforts made by his staff. He must deliberately seek to identify problems and 
concerns, establish and maintain a free flow of communication among the staff, 
form committees and groups to deal with instructional problems, search for 
pertinent resources, and provide the tine and opportunity for fruitful work.
He needs to plan the purchase of teaching aids, audio-visual material, library 
books and other instructional material which will contribute to teacher 
improvement and satisfaction*.

3. The principal is expected to know the community within which the school 
exists, the curricular programme offered by his school, the student population 
enrolled, the professional staff employed, the school plant and equipment, and 
the guiding policies of the organisation, under which the school functions.
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He continually evaluates the instructional programme by studying records 
and test results through conferences and interviews with parents, s tudents 
and tecchers, and ty actual visitation of classes. He is an important 
resource to his staff because of his perspective and knowledge of the 
overall situation,. Through his active participation he makes his unique 
contributions available to groups

4. The principal’s responsibilities have ~reat supervisory potential.
He constructs the daily class schedule, so important, to job satisfaction 
and teacher growth. He handles the orientation of new teachers and 
provides some special assistance to begining teabhers.

universally the principal of a secondary school is responsible 
for whatever supervision that takes place in his school. Unless he is 
able to initiate action, nurture, and sustain it, very litter instructional 
improvement is likely to occur.

Meaning of Supervision;

In general the word ’supervision, in case of a principal of a secondary 
school means to coordinate, Simulate and direct growth of teachers and in their 
turn stimulate and direct the growth of every student under their care 
throughout the right exerciso of his talent towards most intelligent partici
pation in the various activities of the school for the fullest development 
of his personality, ttie main purpose of supervision in all secondary schools 
arei

(1) To help the teachers keep their attention focussed at all times on 
the real ends of education
(2) To help teachers see more clearly the problems and needs of students and 
to help them provide, os far as possible, for their meeds.

(3) To discover the work for which each teacher is most suited,, to assign 
to him such work and to encourage him to develop further his capabilities 
in any promising directions.

(4) To help teachers to develop further competence in teaching
(5) To advise and guide the newly appointed teachers

(6) To ensure that the instructions are imparted in the most efficient 
manner by the teachers in accordance with the approved programmes and 
plans.

(7) To unify teachers into an effective team, working with intelligent 
and appreciative cooperation to achieve the common goal.

Characteristics of good Supervision: The following are some of the
characteristics of good supervisions

(1) Supervision should bG constructive and creative
(2) Supervision should be democratic
(3) Supervision should be based upon professional rathern than personal

relations.
(4) Supervision should seek to promote the growth of teachers by

developing their special strengths.
(5) Supervision should be gradual, progressive and persistent.
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(6) Supervision should be cdopted to the capacities, aptitudes and even 
prejudices of the teachers.

(7) Supervision should be characterised by simplicity and informality.

Methods of Supervisions In order to achieve the objectives of supervision 
the following methods are considered:

(i) Help teachers to realise the Aim of Education. This can be achieved by:

(a) Organising teaching meetings and suggestive readings, whore 
the Principal should convince the teachers of the soundness 
of ensuring effective instruction.

(b) The Principal should make special efforts to clarify the 
minds of the teachers ns to the differences between ends and 
means

(c) The teacher® be encouraged to organise themselves in smaller 
groups to woik out effective procedure for specific principles 
in their methods of instruction.

(£) The principal should encourage teachers to review the lessons 
that they have recently taught and the plans that they have 
made for the immediate future.

(il)Class room visitation i Class room visitation or observation is an old
supervisory technique. This is the only method by which a principal will 
get first hand information about the effectiveness of a teacher and the 
programmes of school, but it must be handles very carefully.

The overall purpose of observation is to study the learning teaching 
process. More specifically the purposes of class room visitation have been 
stated by Board man, Douglass, and Bent as the study of j

1. The materials the pupils are tc learn, their validity for the 
objectives of education, their utility, interest, and value for the pupils 
and their adaptation to the pupil’s abilities and needs.

2. The means used to stimulate and guide pupil’s learning, the psycho
logical principles used and their application to the specific learning 
to be acquired.

3. The means used in discovering, diagnosing, and remedying the learning 
difficulties of pupils.

4. Bie means used for evaluating the learning product, the nature and 
means of methods of measurement, and their relation to the goals of the 
learning situation.

In observing for supervisory reasons, the purpose for the visit 
should be clearly understood by both Principal and teacher, cs it is 
simply one phase in the cooperative attempt to improve instruction.
The Principal, therefore, must bear the following in mind in order to 
get maximum out of class room visits:

(i) Before entering a class room, the Principal should be quite clear 
in his mind of the purpose of his visit and the object that he is to 
achieve. It is no use just droping in any class room without preparation. 
Some of the purposes of the class room observation are:
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(a) To learn the instructional practices of each teacher and to 
evaluate them with reference not only to basic principles, but also 
to the practice ofother teachers.

(b) To discover the good and promising characteristics of each 
.teacher,
(c) To stimulate teachers to do their best.
(d) To obtaih information for.use in planning and guiding the
supervisory programme.

(e) To discover the extent to which teachers are endeavouring to 
apply supervisory suggestions previously made.
(f) To get material that will determine what the supervisory
programme should be.

(g) To develop confidence in the supervisory programme because the 
teacher realizes that the Head of the school knows what they are doing.

(h) To learn what administrative changes will facilitate good instruction

2. On entering the classroom, the Principal should as quiekly as 
possible acquaint himself with what is going on in the elass.. This can 
be done by listening to the teacher and the students.

3. If the Principal enters the classroom after the class has begun, 
he should not distrub the work.

4. ttie Principal should stay for enough time, say half an hour or 
so in the classroem to see things for himself before coming to ^ny 
decision.

5. .Although no exhaustive list can be prepared for the points to be 
observed by the Principal during his visit to a classroom, the following, 
few things must be looked into by him:

(i) Preparation of lesson by th8 teacher
(ii) Method of instruction and the way it is put across to the 

students
(iii) Use of lesson plans by the teacher
(iv) Use of teaching aids
(v) To what extent the students havo followed the lesson
(vi) General standard of the class room discipline maintained by 

the teacher.
(vii.) ijhether teaching techniques are followed correctly

6. The Principal should never for one instant forget that in the 
classroom the teacher is the host and he is the guest. He should 
always maintain this position so that the teacher retains his self 
respect.

7. • The Principal must keep a detailed record of class-rrom
observations, itemwise.

8. Any observation made by the Principal should be brought to the 
notice of the teacher immediately after the period is over. The 
Principal should never interrupt the class to give to the teacher 
remedial help.

9. The faults of the teacher should, not be pointed out to them 
in the presence of their students .
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10. If any instruction were given by the Principal to the teacher, 
the Principal should again visit his class to find out whether the
teacher had understood him or not and whether he was showing the 
desired improvement.

11. If the Principal finds something good during his visit to a
class room, he should point out to others what has been observed 
that merits sincere and discriminating co.Mmendation. This will 
encourage the teachers and the students.

12. If the Principal wants to put a question to the students to 
find out how much they have grasped he may seek the permission 
of the teacher.

13. It is seldom wise for the Principal to take over the class for 
a demonstration of good teaching or for any other purpose. Any 
demonstrative teaching by the Principal should be usually arranged 
before hand.

14. The worst type of obervational visit is casual, unplanned 
purposeless, and without results. The better kind will always be 
planned as a part of the comprehensive supervisory programme and 
will seek one or more purposes as stated earlier. The supervisory 
visits, should be primarily concerned with the preparation for the 
improvement of instructional standard of the institution.

-oOq



GUIDANCE AND SUPERVISION OF TEACHERS AND THE
ROLE OF THE PRINCIPAL

Supervision is an attempt to see into the future SUPERVISION. It 
aims at prediction of things to come, emphasising that the role of the 
supervisor is to ensure that -tomorrow will be better than today. It is, 
therefore, imperative that the supervisor should be imaginative and 
creative.

The Concept: The earlier concept of superv-sion was marked by an 
autocratic inspection. With our pre-occupation with ideas of democracy, 
the concept has changed. The modern concept is scientific, democratic 
and creative. It is based on the premise that Principal and teachers 
are seeking the same ultimate goal of more productive learning and 
teaching. It expects the Principal to provide the sort of educational 
leadership that will impel teachers to strive for improvement by- 
fostering cooperative efforts and experimentation. It also aims at 
the fulfilment of the teachers’ latent potentialities, so that they can 
make fuller contribution.

As the supervision in the modern sense is more guidance rather than 
inspection, I shall use the word ’supervision’ to mean both ’guidance 
and supervision’ of teachers heareafter.

Complexity of the problem of teaching and need for Supervision!

Explosion of population has brought about more strength in each 
class resulting in greater heterogeneity in pupils. Wide ranges of 
academic aptitudes, interests, abilities, special talents, socio*economic 
back grounds and educational expectations are now prevalent. Teabhers 
have to meet an unprecedented instructional demands.

On the other hand the explosion of knowledge challenges the teacher 
to obtain and uphold expertise. New developments In teaching procedures, 
in learning materials and resources and in staff organisation and use 
require study and appraisal. Teachers must keep abreast with the latest 
trends and new directions in this specialised professional knowledge. 
Teaching machinery, programmed text books, television teaching, 
language laboratories etc. have affected the nature and role of the 
teacher.

Teacher not only imparts knowledge but also is expected to 
inculcate proper attitudes, develop essential skills, strengthen 
loyalties and re-enforce moral code. With home and religion losing 
their hold on the younger generation, teachers’ responsibility becomes 
greater. Thus the work of the teacher has become so complex that ho 
naturally seeks the help and guidance of his leader, Principal, who 
is competant to provide the necessary guidance. Frequent transfers 
of teachers and existence of large number of new teachers necessitate 
frequent guidance from the principal*

As the head of an institution, he is held accountable for its 
success and failures. Therefore, his primary role is institutional 
development. Development implies going from known to unknown, from 
which wn have to what we should have - the art of supervision.

Of the two roles Principal has to perform namely, administrative 
and supervisory, the former is very often given mbre importance, as it 
is of immediate consequence. The degree of importance given to the 
latter depends on the individual’s sense of responsibility and competence 
to deal with it. The neglect of this important function of the 
Principal, will vitally affect the progress of the institution in 
th 'i long run.
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Role of IHq Principal in programme of supervision ;

It is increasingly being re’alise~d by the teachers in our country 
also that supervision is meant to guide, to help and to encourage them 
in improving the activities of the school. The teachers can expect 
held from the Principal in the followings

(a-) Improving teaching methods and techniques
(b) Utilising the resources of the group of teachers
(c) Assisting in locating and utilising the resources from tho

community
(d) Providing guidance to pay individual attention in a crowded

class
(e) Helping in handling discipline cases
(f) Helping in meeting the needs of typical students
(g) In tackling emotionally maladjusted pupils
(h) Relating various activities of the schobl to help resolve

the tensions, concerns and problems of the pupils
(i) Assisting in making better use of visual aids
(j) In guiding in experimentation

Methods and practices of supervision:

Though organisation pattern Day very according to tho situation, 
speoial strength end weakness of the persons involved and the philosophy 
and out-look of the Principal, the following methods and techniques are 
usually employed nt the individual teacher level or group level;

Methods at the individual teacher level;

(1) Individual conference with a teacher; Though Principal’s work with 
individual teachers is time consuming it has a vital part to play in the 
guidance programme. Teachers’ individual differences are best understood 
and dealt with by this means. Principal can create relatively a stable 
base for cooperative work. It gives him specific and concrete information 
about the teacher, the students assigned to him and class room situation.
A teacher gets assistance and counsel on his problems and needs. He will 
gain confidence to reveal his concerns or deficiencies.

* Sometimes utfschedulod conference with an individual teachc? helps 
the Principal to gain insight into his attitude towards teaching, satis
faction in his job and his ambitions or aspirations.

Tecchers must be encouraged to request a conference, seeking advice 
to discuss new or proposed change in his approach to his work. Periodical 
meetings with new teachers will help them to get familiar with their work 
and get them oriented to the institution and the community.

New Principal will have to initiate such individual conferences with 
members of the staff to establish sound relationship, to locate teaching 
and organisation problems and to identify promising points for supervisory 
work.

(2) Observation visits: This time honoured method, which was mainly 
utilised in the past for inspecting and rating a teacher is now given a 
constructive orientation. The emphasis now is on the learning of the 
students rather than the performance of the teacher. No doubt the 
teacher’s performance is -analysed but only as to its influence on the 
learning of the students. The observational visits will help the Principal 
to study the folldwing;
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(a) The materials the pupils have to learn and their adaptation to tho 
pupils’ abilities and needs

fb) Means used to stimulate md guide pupils’ learning
(c) Means used to diagnose and remedy learning difficulties
(d) The method of measurement and their relation to their goals
(e) To find whether students have purpose and direction in their work
(f) To find whether the pupils are cooperative and competative
(g) The quality of class room climate
(h) Hie degree of teachers’ sensitivity to students’ feeling and

recctions
(i) Opportunity provided for creativity
(j) Opportunity for the pupil to evaluate his work.

Types of visitation: (1) ’Inscheduled visits (2) Scheduled visits
(3) Visits by in vita tion.

If the purpose of visit is rating the teacher or some other 
administrative reason, the observational visit con be unscheduled.
However, it should be borne in mind that on unscheduled visit is likely 
to take the teacher unaware and he cannot be expected to be at his best.

If the visit is meant to gather data for use in cooperative 
problem solving, it is better to be of the second or third type. Hie 
teacher can put forth his best, if the visit is scheduled or on invitation. 
The establishment of rapport will be more successful if the visit is at 
the request of the teacher or by mutual agreement. Whatever may be the 
kind of visit, it will help the Principal to identify the teachers’ merits.

It is better to observe certain principles with regard to class 
visitations:

(i) Teacher should be made to feel that it is not a fault finding mission.
(ii) A clear schedule of visits ahould be planned and mode known to the 

concerned teachers in advance.
(iii) The Principal should have knowledge of the lesson plan prepared by 

the teacher and the background of the class
(iv) The visit should be for the full period of 40 minutes
(v) The Principal should merely observe the class and reserve his 

remarks for the individual conference with the teacher.
(vi) In the individual conference it is better that the teacher is

allowed to give his comments on his own performance before the 
Principal offers his remarks.

(vii) Hie Principal should take care to bring out the good features of 
the lesson and then point out how the lesson could be improved 
further.

(viii) Hie PrinciDOl should ensure that the follow-up creates confidence 
in the teacher.

Hie frequency of the class visitations is determined by the purpose 
of the visitation. If a new method or new instructional material is tried 
out the visit should be scheduled as often as it is necessary to observe 
the activity and evaluate its efficacy. An inexperienced toacher or a 
teacher new to the school may need more frequent visitation than others.

Post visitational conference plays a dominent role. It is better 
to irepare and maintain records for review at a latter stage.
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3. Demonstration Teaching s This is helpful to remedy the defects 
observed in a teacher or to introduce a new technique or to introduce 
a new technique or approach or use of new materials. Demonstration 
lesson should be followed by a discussion to clear the doubts then 
and there.

Method adopted at the group leveli t
Authority and pressure may quickly and efficiently institute 

*paper changes1 which are often more noparent than real. There will be 
relatively permanent instructional change and improvement only if teachers 
change their attitudes and beliefs. In a group teachers identify, explore, 
attack and attempt to solve a problem of common concern. The sucaess 
of group process depends on its ability to broaden the base of involvement 
of the teachers and their commitment to instructional improvement, to 
focus the resources of the group on the problem, to increase the ability 
and satisfaction of the individuals in working co-operatively, and to effect 
significant and lasting changes. If carefully handled this process offers 
ample scope towards staff productivity.

The group process also bring about the following notable effectsi

(1) The democratic interation in decision making and implimentations aid 
a feeling of identity developed improves the moral and satisfaction of 
the staff.

(2 ) It permits proper climate for every member to think, to feel free, to 
raise pertinent questions or issues, to offer evidence, to suggest solutions 
to problems and to exert leadership. The individual members are respected 
for their views and thus full participation is encouraged. Leadership 
potential is encouraged to emerge.

(3) It involves the teachers in the implementation of the decision very 
effectively as they are committed to it.

Ihe Principal in adopting this group process has to create necessary 
conditions to ensure success of the procedure, such as choosing only the 
problems which lends itself to a group solution, providing conducive 
physical atmosphere and promoting free and open exchange of ideas.

It is better that the group itself is encouraged to formulate 
its goal. The decision arrived at should be by consensus and not by 
majority vote.

(i) Purely administrative problems cannot be taken up
(ii) This is not the procedure for sroating original ideas

(iii) Clash of personalities may disrupt group work
(iv) Larger the group more difficult to promote democratic discussions,
(v) The success will be limited by thenumber of inexperienced members 

in the group.

Principal performs a difficult role in the proup process. He 
remains a participating member of the group. He has to put up with 
the ignorance or impertinence of inexperienced members. If he asserts 
his authority it will impair or destroy the group process. He accepts 
the leadership role only when the group desires it. With his superior 
knowledge and experience, he may act as a resource person. From within 
the group he promotes democratic interaction. His respect for the worth 
of other participants creates confidence in the members.

Types of Group process;

The Principal has to adopt a variety of group methods in improving 
teaching and learning proceco. They can be broadly divided into two 
large group conferences and small grouo confarances.
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Large Group Conferences:. These ere valueble to individual teachers, as 
they help to stimulate their thinking, broaden the perspective and devclo > 
a feeling of identity with a professional group and acquaint them with 
new developments,

i) Conventions: National conferences, state conventions and local confcrci.c..s 
must be availed of by the Principal and he should encourage the teachers 
to participate in them. He should provide opportunities for the partici
pants to share their experiences in the conventions with his colleagues on'; 
introduce new ideas.

ii) Staff meeting: This is familiar method utilised to deal with problems 
and topics relevant to the institution and to the profession. Staff 
meeting hopes to chalk out long term or short term educational programmes, 
to introduce new schemes, to elicite the teachers1 views on new techniques 
adopted and to review the work done. It helps to satisfy the’social needs 
of the teachers and develops in thorn a feeling of belonging and identification 
with the staff. It also helps to resolve differences among individuals or 
sub groups. It is wrong for the Principal to choose to lecture to the 
members about their shortcoming with the mistaken notion that it will 
inspire them. Principal should recognise the potential- of the faculty 
meeting for productive group woric. It is essential that the agenda is 
notified in advance. Minor problems that can be held at departmental 
level or small group level should not be brought to the staffmeeting.

2. Small group conferences: Small group process promotes democratic
discussion. If a group of members who are experimentally inclined, anxious 
to improve and alert to new developments are brought together, there is 
bound to be mutual support and success in achieving its aims. Study 
Groups, seminars and subject teachers’ meetig£s come under this category.

In a study group a few teachers meet and discuss a topic of mutual 
interest in an informal manner. Principal may bo drawn into the group 
as a resource person or to provide assistance, if required.

Seminar is a more formalised study group with a schedule and regular 
meetings and some one to coordinate the activity. The coordinator Is 
expected to bring a real mersure of expertise to the seminar group.

Subject teachers meeting is another normal procedure adopted, whore 
members of a particular faculty meet generally to discuss the following:

a) To study the syllabus for different classes
b) To prepare instructional material
c) To examine the techniques or make use of the resources available
d) 'To prepare write-ups on certain aspects of learning to be highlighted.
e) To implement the resolutions made in the staff meeting.

Sugject teachers meeting should be held at least twice da month. 

Supervisory Council:

It is not always possible, nor even desirable that Principal alsone 
should supervise the academic work. Es"°cially in a larger institution, 
it is better that the responsibility is shardd by him with his senior 
colleagues. Principal and the members chosen will form a supervisory 
council.

If proper human relationship exists in the Vidyalaya it should be 
possible for the teachers to accept the colleagues as their supervisor. 
However, it should be borne in mind that a good teacher or a senior 
teacher need not necessarily bo a good supervisor and those chosen for 
tho work should not be status conscious.
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Besides the above methods and techniques tho Principal is expected 
to avail of the following means also:

a) Single session - Single topic discussion group
b) Using outside agencies like NCERT or State bodies for demonstration 

of various methods or organising activities or to provide resource 
personnel.

c) Contact with parents to solve specific problems
d) Study of teaching plans nrepared by teachers and scrutiny of students 

records.

It will be clearly seen that the methods are inter-dependent. The 
principal has to choose judiciously various methods to suit his purpose.

SEIF EVALUATION OF THE SUPERVISORY WORK BT THE PRINCIPAL:

principal has to assess his own professional growth. He evaluates 
the process and results in relation to his objectives. Ho maintains his 
record of work through a period of time, ttfiich will help him to realise 
the overuse or under use of certain procedures, possibilities over
looked or opportunities missed.

Action research is an effective method of improving school 
supervision. But it should be remanbered that such action research is 
only for the Principal’s consumption and that it cannot be generalised.

In conclusion I may say that thQ harness of the guidance programme 
in educational institution very much depends upon the personal characteristics 
and professional qualifications of the head of the institution. His 
unquestionable character, his ability to win respect and confidence of 
his colleagues, his emphathy and sensitivity to the feelings and reactions 
of otherfe, his enthusiasm, his feeling of adequacy, his originality, his 
sense of humour, his relative 'Values, hissincerity and his tesourcefulness 
have major part to play, professionally he should have expertise, have 
clear perception of roles in educational process, be skilled in leadership, 
have knowledge of instructional materials .and methods, be proficient in 
experimentation and research, be able to evaluate and interpret factors in 
productive learning and teaching. ' Last but not the least the Principal 
must be willing to grow personally and prefessionally.

-oOo-
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EXPERIMENTS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS & ORGANISATION OF SPECIAL PROJECTS-SCHOOL

COMPLEX

Dr.K.P.Nayak

We considered the interrelated aspects of the concept of educational 
gep and the accompanying urge to constantly seek new ideas through experi
mentation as new solutions to functions of schooling within the concept of 
education gap. We also examined some realities of primary Schools and the 
realm of Primary school practices in which innovative behaviour is urgently 
demanded.

In the realm of Secondary Education too, such urgent demand for 
innovative ideas through research and experimentation is all the more 
greater, that too in our present day dynamic society which continuously 
generate an education gap.

Secondary schools for added quality needs to focus on change.
Change through research and experimentation, quality of schooling is 
dependent upon the learning experiences of children and youth and there 
are six categories of influences on thes_e. experiences which can manipulate 
or modify.

(1) Teachers (2) Students (3) Subject matter (4) Methods 
(5) Material and facility and (6) Time.

Each of these six categories include a number of significant variables. 
The complex problem demanding unprecedented many-sided solutions require 
to be examined on the basis of the needs arising out of these categories 
and hence forms the premises for experimentation and change in Secondary 
Schools.

Premise for Experimentation;

Students need:

Teachers need:

Curriculum need:

Study skills, individual responsibility 
inquiring mind, discussion skills, satisfac
tion in learning talent for effectual human 
relationship.

Greater opportunities to use professional 
skills a place to perform professional work 
a higher ceiling on salary.

Basic curriculum for all depth content for 
some.

Schools need: More flexibility, more use of technology; 
better use of schools funds.

To satisfy all these needs wide variety of projects are to bo 
selected for experimentation and study and to offer effective solutions* 
By this, it is possible to establish new techniques or variation of 
established technique, which could make demonstrable contributions to 
improved education. It is also possible to disseminate the findings 
to provide a frame of reference and to stimulate other experimentation, 
locally adapted for improved stnffutilizntion and learning opportunities. 
Experiments could be on new horizons in staff utilisation, exploring 
Improved teaching pattern, progressing towards better schools, and 
'•joking improved learning opportunities and the like.
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ye have t< encourage schools to take a bold new look at the educa
tional needs and to develop progress based on experimental findings, 
illustrating innovative ideas and enriched curriculum. This should 
help local schools relate experimental findings to practice through 
the support of creative services.

Changes needed for better secondary schools will come from such 
projects organised for experimentation.

Organisation of Projects;

Projects for experimentation could be organised with advantage if one 
has the necessary preparations for such work. A creative teacher or a 
supervisor has his own perception of a method or a programme for his work.
Before accepting pre-conceive ideas as a reasonably sound theory for 
practice, it is neoessary for him to determine experimentally as to how 
far one can rely on a particular method or programme for an expected outcome 
and how far this serves the purpose for which it is meant.

NCERTs Agent for stimulating Experimentations

To encourage and develop experimentation, the National Council of Educa
tional Research and Training has a scheme entitled "Experimental Projects” 
under which teachers ore encouraged to submit scheme concerned with improvement 
of teaching and school practices and in innovations. There are considered^ 
and small grants made to assist the teachers to carry out their experiments.

The Council itself under its own program through its various constituent 
units takes up research and experimental projects. The purpose has been to 
activise research and experimentation and to build up focal points all over 
the country that will act to stimulate educational research and experimentation 
in Indian situation. So far 96 research and experimental projects dealing 
with a variety of important aspects of education have been undertaken.

There is plenty of scope for experimentation since the problems of educa
tion at school level are many and finding solution to than are intricate. 
Projects could be undertaken in all areas pertaining to secondary schools.
Some of the major areas could bes .

(a) Curriculum, (b) Teaching Learning Practices, (c) Co-curricular 
programs, (d) Examination and Evaluation, (o) Attitudes and behaviour 
of pupils, (f) School organisation and administration, (g) guidance and 
counOelling and (h) Health and Physical Education

How to plan a Project:

The project should be based on the felt needs of the school or 
teacher. The topic should be specific. It should not be just to introduce 
a new program, but should be such which is likely to bring some definite 
improvement in the institution. It is necessary to prepare project plans 
and designs in a scientific and systematic manner which may cdntain 
information: *

(i) Need for the project, (ii) Statement of the problon (iii) Defining 
the terms used, (iv) Action hypothesis, (v) Delimitations, (vi) Duration 
of the project, (vii) Design; Pre-test, Action program, post-test etc.,
(v.iii) Analysis of data, interpretation of data and (ix) finding and conclusions
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The success of the project depends very much on the extent of clarity 
in the preparation of a project design. It should reflect a systematic 
and logical approach to the solutions of the problems.

If the findings of the experimentation prove beneficial, these should 
get projected into school practices end become regular futures of the 
school and operate in the public school system,

Suda projects could be for the professional growth of staff also; 
besides being taken up by a single school or by a group of schools together 
(School Complex) on co-operative basis where problems are common and they 
need solution. School complexes could be encouraged to organise special 
projects for improvements in quality education. What are these school 
complexes?

School Complex:

It is possible to build around a secondaiy school or primary school 
or teacher training institute a group of surrounding schools adopted as the 
minimum viable unit of educational reform and advancement and developed 
according. Such a group of institution with one Key Institution at the 
nuclear as the parent institution with the help and guidance may function 
as a "School Complex" as envisaged by the Education Commission of 1966",
It is possible to visualize the following as major functions of the 
school complex.

(i) breaking of the school isolation and monotony
(ii) maximum utilization of school facilities including equipments

(iii) working in a cooperative endeavour as cooperating institutions
(iv) providing the necessary stock of talent at the functional level.

Such an organisation will have several advantages in helping and 
promoting educational advancement. It can function as a part of the new 
democratic supervision with the possibility of making a delegation of 
authority from the Department. Under this program the school can gain in 
strength, can be able to exercise greater freedoms and can help in 
making the system more elastic and dynamic. Such c complex can be used 
as unit for the introduction of better method of or introduction of 
innovative practices, including programs of effective inservice education 
for the staff. It is possible to use such complexes for trying out and 
evaluating new text books, teaching guides and teaching guides and 
teaching aids#

It is obvious that this idea of the school complex will have to be 
preceded by the careful preparation and orientation of teachers and herein 
lies our task as challenging. Our tasks also lie in encouraging a unit 
to experiment and also to foster individual experimentation within the 
unit.

Our task is to foster experimentation in schools and adopt scientific 
approach to the solution of the problon, guide, help individuals and 
schools relate experimental findings to practice through creative service.

-oOo-
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EXPERIMENTS IN PRIMARY EDUCATION

Dr.K.P.Nayak

There has always been a cry for research and experimentation in 
Education. Nobody knows what and why? It appears to us that when viewed 
within the concept of education gap, only it becomes meaningful, What, 
then, is this education gap?

Education gap;

We have at present, in India, a foimidable education gap. It is a 
gap between where a Society might be and where individual or groups within 
it now are as perceived by individuals within that society and
as then by them to be subject to closure by educational means. The education 
gap is the distance between man’s most noble vision of what he might become 
and the conventional wisdome. The educational gap is a sterile one when 
there are no visions for man beyond his present pre-occupations. Under these 
conditions, education is reduced to simple training.

We begin to see two interrelated aspects of the education gap as a 
concepts first the actual <iature of the gap in all aspects and second, the 
extent and quality of the awareness on the part of a people in all its 
psychological dimensions. Ideally, we must see it as it is and be highly 
motivated towards attainment of what it might become. It must be innovative.

Schooling takes on meaning within this education gap - that is, this 
educational specification of the human condition and what to do about it.
The functions of schooling ore not, therefore, forever and everywhere the 
same but ore a product of time and place aboveall, a people’s awareness of 
its time and place. We as guiding starts of the educational activities 
of the State have to look at some realities of our time and place, realities 
which help to define the nature of the education gap with which our schools 
must become vigorously and imaginatively to grips. We have to formulate 
the range of forces and ideas that imprinee upon and demand a response from 
our school. We should create that awareness in education and urge to seek 
new ideas and new solution to functions of schooling within the concept 
of education gap.

Some realities of our Primary Schools Curriculum and Cultural needss

1 prime function of schooling is to bring men into possession of their 
culture. We are not likely to fulfil this function well, when we view 
schooling as the coverage of uniformly approved bodies of material. The 
curriculum becomes, then a major focal point in determining the extent 
pupils are being brought into possession of their culture. It is the 
curriculum that is most susceptible to ossification and it is the curriculum 
that must be continuously rejuveraated through innovation through experimentation.

Indivi duali zation;

The second compelling reality of our schools is human variability 
in every aspect of development even from one area to another area, which 
demand educational alternatives.

Institutions emerge and develop programs to meet the needs of 
identifiable groups and individuals. That some indbn duals in schools cease 
to become clients in any meaningful sense is illustrated by our non-promotion 
practices and rates, gross discrepancies in the distribution of passing and 
failing marks, school dropouts and social disorientation among drop-outs, - 
all of whom have talents capable of development. We are not likely to 
fulfil this function when we set andreward a common set of expectations 
for all with respect to each trait wifbin the limited range of traits.
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The Organisation of Schooli

The organization of the school, becomes, then a major focal point 
in determining the extent to which an adequately wide range of traits and 
expectations is likely to be respected. Patterns of organisation of 
schools are susceptable to considerations.

Learning Process;

A Prime function of Schooling is to prepare the individual for life 
long learning and we are not likely to fulfil this function when we give 
students from thestart no experience in planning. The sensative teacher 
should be a guide in diagnosing individual learning needs and prescribing 
for Worn fromwell stocked pharmacy of education alternatives.

The assumptions for innovation and experimentation;

The assumption of many of today’s educational experimentation and 
innovations arej

(1) that some of the alternatives in school pharmacies do not cope 
adequately with compelling realities such as stated earlier and

(2) that there simply are not enough viable alternatives in the 
pharmacies, that the varieties of substances in the bottles on the 
do not Nearly moot the varieties of donand that now must be made
on the pharmacies.

Both medicine and agriculture have created processes for moving 
rapidly from research, to the deduction of appropriate practices, to controlled 
testing, to replication and dissemination. In education we have yet to develop 
and refine such machinery although we are in the process of doing so. This 
delay is to a large measure due to the fact that we have not enjoyed research 
or innovative ideas. Experimentation and innovative process is still 
relatively slow and few in number and still specially few in the field of 
primary education.

Some experiments and innovations;

A dynamic society continuously generates an education gap no matter 
how great the accomplishments or how effective the conduct of its educational 
system. Schools become obsolute and must be replaced. New norms, innovations 
are called for.

In education, the body of experimental evidence regarding the effective
ness of specific practices are very thin. We need to develop innovations 
if- only to provide alternatives for comparison. But these innovations must 
possess a certain viability even before we develop them fully for experi
mental comparison.

As indicated earlier there are 3 realities of primary school practice 
in which innovative behaviour is urgently demanded.

1. The curriculum to cope with problem of possessing and shaping 
the culture

2. School organization to cope with problem of setting appropriate 
expectations for varying individuals

.3, Instructional alternatives to cope with problems of assuring 
individuals, self propelled learning.
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Let us examine briefly experimentations and innovations in each
realm.

1. Curriculum; Experimentation and innovation in curriculum reform is 
designed to:

(i) bring order out of massive accumulations of knowledge and
(ii) to bring the pupil into the reasoning, exploring and discovering 

process.

The current curriculum reform experimentation represents an effort to 
move us away from the completely outmoded notion that those most enduring 
pieces of contents can be selected and covered during the school years, Ihe 
new movement stresses the process of inquiry over any lasting conclusions 
from enquiry. A local school or group of schools or school district may be 
faced with problem such as the following:

How are subjects to be continued and fitted into the time available? 
Which of the many subjects are important and to be included with needed 
stress? How are the needs and interest of pupils to be taken into account 
with the available curriculum? What criteria are available to guide us? 
Lacking such criteria how do we proceed? Experimentation provides answers 
to such qiestions.

2. School Organisation:

One type of current reform and experimentation in school organisation 
seeks to meet the range of individual differences. This action distroys 
the meaningfulness and usefulness of grade levels and replaces them with 
a continuous, unbroken progress plan frequently referred to as thenon-graded 
or upgraded scheme.

The non-graded school emerges in concept as a deduction from the fact 
that the overall spread xn academic attainment from top to bottom achievers 
in, soy, a seventh grade class is about seven grades. There ore scarcely 
any third grader, fifth grader or sixth grader in classes so named. It is 
both sound and honest to recognize the realities of the stituation. This 
means removing the grade labels. It means eliminating our common set of 
expectancies for all students of the same age and grade.

This necessiates changes in grouping practices, making practices, 
curriculum instruction materials and so on. But the concept is not fully 
operative anywhere. Experimentation is needed. We need to experiment with 
full scale operating models of fully non-graded schools.

Instructional innovations and experimentations:

Perhaps the most potentially powerful innovation and experimentations 
are those in the realm of instructional media and materials. Promising areas 
are those which (l) will be di signed to be responsiv® to the exploration of 
pupils (2) enable the pupils to be self propelling (3) extend the range of 
stimuli to all of the senses (4) provide several alternative means to 
common ends (5) free the teacher from the burden of routine correcting and 
testing. Materials available from such experimental designs may reflect 
substancial bodies of knowledge and promising hypothesis. They facilitate 
fr©sh approaches to studying the learning process.

School Projects to be organised to promote school improvement:

As individuals providing guidance to promote improvement in primary 
3?hool3 we could develop, danonstreto and document ways in which primary
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schools could carry on educational research and experimentation and take 
advantage of their strengths in order to provide excellent education to all 
students. Methods to bo investigated could be for example: Teaching of 
multiple classes, use of small group techniques, use of well developed 
correspondence, courses, identification and use of community resources, 
variations in scheduling practices, individualizing instruction, technolo
gical innovations, flexible scheduling, instructional materiel pro luction, 
new media in teaching, continuous progress education and the like.

Some coses for experimentation and research and promising innovations 
under the S realities are being presented here. Ibis is by no mean exfcrxst 
it covers only a fraction of total area of experimentation and research 
needed in primary education. In continuing the quest for an effective edu
cation, program for children attending primary schools a number of areas 
demand experimentation and additional attention and as educational 
supervisors we have to explore all possible areas, acquire knowledge 
and skill in experimentation in primary education much needed for attaining 
success.

-0O0-
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REGIONAL COLLEGE OF EDUCATION.MYSORE-6 

THE CONCEPT OF INSTITUTIONAL PLANNING

(Rev. Fr.Dr.P.C.Eapen)

The increasing interest in educational planning to-day 
as part of a strategy for change, development and progress 
is a world-wide phenomena. The modern world is characterized 
by an unprecedented quest for further growth with a tremendous 
faith in the power of education. In fact there is an increas - 
ing realization that education and educational planning are 
indispensable tools in the efforts for further growth and 
development.

Education is understood to have three significant 
functions:

(1) Transmission,
(2) Interpretation,
(3) Innovation.

The mode of operation of these functions seems to have 
been completely taken over and controlled by the Burocratic 
machinery where administrative efficiency is given the utmost
significance. However, there is an increasing realization 
of the fact that educational planning and education are 
instrumental to the development of man power resources and 
economic productivity. Reform in education should comprise 
not only all forms of teaching but all aspects of education- 
pedagogical, financial and psycho-sociological. Thus educa
tional planning becomes very significant when viewed as an 
effective means for facilitating educational growth or as a 
link between education and economic productivity*

The Kothari Education Commission has made a strong plea 
for a nation-wide movement for educational improvement. The 
Commission calls for a revolution in education. The Commission 
have recommended a broad comprehensive programme of school 
improvement to be undertaken all over the country. They have 
further recommended that in the course of next 10 to 15 years, 
10% of primary schools and one Secondary School in every 
district should be brought under this programme of school 
improvement. Shecommission have also suggested that every 
educational institution should prepare its own plan of improve
ment and development. This recommendation takes the educational 
planning in the country at the grass root level. What is more 
significant is the opportunity given for lakhs of teachers in 
the country to involve themselves actively in the process ~>f 
planning education in .gene’rhl-and contribute to educational 
improvement in particular.

Improvement must be reform-based, and should take into 
consideration all aspects and all levels of education. In 
this process planning should look for new innovations and 
shouid not try to maintain the statusquo by perpetuating the 
j.utworn conventional practices. The reform based approach
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requires to plan afresh, to transform, to plan for the new, 
to replace the old which precisely is the task of educational 
planning. Thus reforms involving innovation, transformation 
of the old and creation of a new educational order must now 
become the commitment of educational planning in uur. country.

This would mean that institutional planning will probably 
take care of the tremendous need of the times in democratic 
living, namely (1) giving freedom to the teacher enabling him 
to develop initiative’ and creativity (2) making the goon teac zr 
most effective (3) involving every teacher in the formulati ;r. 
and implementation of plans (4) emphasising the maximum utili
zation of available resources rather than being pessimistic 
and critical about the non-availability of resources which are 
beyond the reach of the teacher. Thus planning in education 
calls for the participation in the planning process of a large 
number of people who are affected by the decisions taken for 
the plan* Teachers, parents, business and industrial agencies 
etc., are among thosevho needs to be involved. Actual parti
cipation and involvement of the functionaries in plan formula
tion is necessary condition to ensure that those connected with 
implementation from the level of an individual school to the 
highest department have an understanding of the goals and purpo
ses of the plan.

Educational Planning so sar has been from above 'the 
Ivory Tower*, planning from a distance, planning from the top, 
planning in the administrative chambers, planning with facts 
and figures on paper away from real situations with an air of 
burocratic authority always wanting to impose from above. This 
authoritarian tendency in imposing plans on those who are not 
involved and consulted should be abandoned. In order to make 
planning successful, planning should be decentralized and the 
educational functionaries at all levels be fully involved.
Since the individual institution is at the centre of all deve
lopmental and improvement plans, educational programming should 
initially start at the institution.

The focus of the institution is the learner, and the 
success of planning .epends on the extent to which learning 
is facilitated, for the learner individually and in groups. 
Planning’takes into consideration not only qualitative improve
ment of education but also the developmental aspect of the 
whole'institution.

Educational planning should have a set of specific 
operational objectives. These objectives should be clear and 
definite, realistic and practical so that they could be trans
lated into educational behaviours. In India, these objectives 
are conspicuous by their absence. ‘

Whenever people talk of developmental planning, the first 
thought emerges is finance. The tremendous paradox is that 
while we clamour for more money and better facilities, the 
existing resources remain unutilized of inadequately utilized 
If we want the problem of education to be solved with the 
help of money alone, it may perhaps be impossible for quite 
some time to do much in the solution of our problems. With the 
existing levels cf .economic disparity and poverty among the 
masses in our country, how can we expect to compete with other 
countries on the basis of money? However, it may fcerhaps be 
possible to compete with other countries on the bsis of hui. n
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effort, on the basis of talent End perhaps on the basis of 
better planning. We should be able t> discover the best 
that can be done in every situation through better planting 
and greater human effort and iwht little .,r no additional
monetary inputs. Thus ” am institutional plan is a program...
of devel pment and impr wement prepare-; by an eoucati ,nal 
institution, on the basis of its felt needs and the res.ju.ro 
available or likely to be available with a view to i: ’.roving 
the school programme and school practices”. The pun ;*.y lx 
of shorter or 1 ?nger durati .n. It is based on the . rmciplu 
of optimum utilisation ?f the resources available in the s? : 
and community.

Prepared on the basis of the above definition of a plan 
institutional planning helps develop:

(a) Motivation to strive hard for improved quality 
and excellence in education,

(b) Awareness of objectives of education and effort 
to develop skills to achieve objectives,

(c) A sense of security, a sense of belonging and 
ability for co-operative living^

(d) Competencies for planning and implementation of 
worthwhile improvement programme,

(e) Ability to contribute to the developmental neeus 
of the country.

Following are the characterstics of an institutional 
Plan.

(1) The plan is prepared keeping in mind the needs 
of the school as identified by the school staff.

(2) It is based 3n the principle of optimum utilisa
tion of the r:-.sources available within the school •
and the co .munity-.

(3) It is a cooperative venture ;f the community, 
school staff and stu. ents.

(4) It is goal oriented.

(5) It is specific for a particular instituti n.

(6) It results int; establishment ?f democratic 
procedures and practices within the school.

(7) An important outcome of institutional planning 
is the establishment of a better rapport with

(8) It aims at aualitative school improvement as well 
as school development.-

(9) It forms the basis of the District Plan for 
educational development and improvement.

(10) It is dynamic, flexible and never rigid.

(11) It helps motivate teachers, students and.community

res.ju.ro
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The major steps to be followed in preparing a plan of 
improvement -end development for a school are:

(1) Undertaking a survey of the needs of the school.
(2) Undertaking a survey of the resources available 

in the school as well as in the community.

(3) Preparing plans of improvement programmes.

(•4) Evaluating such impr^vment programmes.

While preparing a plan for an institution it may perhaps 
be worthwhile to consider the following questions:

What are the major goals and the related specific 
objectives towards the realisation of which we are 
working for?

Are the channels of communication quite clear 
between teachers and piicy makers?

What $re some of the new functions and roles the 
institution has to accept responsibility for?

What are our specific responsibilities in the ins
titution according to priorities.

How best an evaluation scheme be functionally 
built in, to assess the extent of improvement.

How best human relations pattern that exist in the 
institution be improved?

Small groups may take up a number uf Questions and 
problems of common concern and develop total plans for improve 
ment.

Thus an institutional plan aims at qualitative improve
ment and development. It involves a large number of 
teachers. Hexibility is at the Centre of institutional plann
ing. Democratic processes in formulation and implementation
of plans alone are the approved means to ensure success.
The technicues of educational planning themselves will under
go tremendous change if we combine ’fre'dom1 with ’confron
tation1. We should allow each school, freedom to develop 
a plan of its own. The administrative role will be to make 
the schools confront each other, so that the good work in 
one becomes known to others.
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ADMINISTERING EPUCATIONAJ MEDIA

(As a’part df &oufS§}in Techniques'*!^idmihistrative1Supervision) 
Dr.V.R.Ra0

The modern.society is highly influenced by the advance
ment of science and technolcgy. The society needs highly 
trained professional workers who can make use of the techno
logical resources to assist them. This calls for an effec
tive change in our educational process to produce qualitative 
and quantitative improvement. This is one of the greatest 
challenges of our time specially in the.developing countries 
like India.

The explosion cf scientific information and tte sudden 
growth of student enrollment in schools and colleges makes the 
training ef teachers a great task to our education administra
tors. The expansion of technology specially in the communica
tion has .made it possible in the developed countries to make 
use of the Audio-visual metho ds and materials as new media of 
instruction in schools. In such developed countries the 
number of motion-sound picture projections in schools have 
increased tremendously compared to the enrollment of students. 
The use of Educational Radio and Television broadcasting 
programmes have also Increased. Some educational!nstitu- 
tioris like Universities and University colleges start using 
closed-circuit television stations as new effective educational 
media.

In recent years very large number ..of schools In different 
countries are using educational media like Programmed Learning 
materials, auto-ins true tional devices, electronic sund record
ing and reproduction devices, language’laboratories1 etc., to 
acc&erate teaching-learning processes. The above innovative 
teaching-learning process are effective in developed anntries 
as they are closely related to their community setting, size 
of the community, financial assistance tte schools get and the 
freedom of the school astern in adopting tte innovative 
curricula. In these countries tte professional educators 
are rjedy to try out the findings of the psychological, bj sic 
of learning process while framing the new curricula and allied 
materials.

In our country the TeVision stations are very few 
and one cannot think of having a closed-circuit television 
unit in schools or colleges due to itshigh cost as well as 
dearth of skilled technicians to man the unit. Even though 
the Radio broadcasting is popular even at our rural places 
somehow we could not develop a good system of using Radio 
lessons to suit our school children. The Radio lessons 
are in general not programmed to suit a teacher in their 
regular class-room teachings. But there are large number 
of other educational media which a school teacter can 
effe’etively use without much difficulty. The media are;

1. Exhibitions
2. Scientific illustrations - charts
3. Film strips ard si ides
4. Overhead Projector
5. Models - working models as well as statisc ones
6. Motion - Sound projections.
7. Instructional materials
8. Programmed lemming materials etc.

B..
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In order to achieve appropriate change in students1 
benaviour the teaching - learning process has to be well 
planned where both teacher and students have specific 
roles, depending on the instructionaL objectives. For 
each situation there are materials * equipment etc.* for 
effective learning.

Let us pay attention to some of the administrative 
problems in crating congenial atmosphere which cai most 
effectively facilitate student-learning .

I. Class-room:

In most of the schools the class-room is multi-disciplin<= 
in function. It has to be visualised fit for 'qsmonstrot2cn and 
good for lectures. The partly partitioned wall in halls 
is not suitable arrangement to fit for 'sound-supported’ 
lectures. For an ideal type of class-room we need arrange
ment for group work, space for keeping teaching materials, 
arrangement for d emons trations, screening film strip and 
slide projections etc. There must be some arrangement 
for c ontrolling the natural light by lying window drapes 
or curtains. The display on the wall should be according 
to the grade §nd level of the students. The seating and 
the table in the class should reflect the special need to 
rearrange them for group discussions. The black-board 
should be clean and neat for proper use.

II. Instructional Material:

The criteria of the selection of educational media 
should bear a relation to the goals of the instructional 
programme. Some of the criteria to be looked into are:

i. to bring effective human relationships for 
democratic living as they apply to individual 
in family, in the school and community.

ii. aesthetic appreciation and creative expression.

iii. ethical behaviour based on moraL and scientific 
values.

iv. competence with fundamental skills of listening, 
observing, speddng, reading, writing, solving 
problems etc.

v. develop scientific thinking and adopt scientific 
methods.

After paying attention to these aspects of criteria 
the actual material selection proeess has to- be adminis
tered. This calls for a systematically avoiding*as■far 
as possible waste and duolic°ting material. Professional 
personnel are to be-appraised of the process and make them 
use the material. This involves ttestudents in try out 
of the material. The administrator may set up a small 
committee to consider the different grades and sd’bjeet 
content requirements. The recommendations ’of the committee 
member may be analysed and rated before finalising purchase 
recommendation. The rating should be b^sed on Cl) jut Parity 
and (2) Utility.

• • 3
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It is necessary to evaluate-the A,V. materials in terms : 
(i) correlation with the curriculum (ii) accuracy (iii) its
organisation (Iv) its effectiveness (v) quality of materials 
l.e., picture's and sound etc.,-in films, prints ^nd blocks ii 
bo ks etc.
III. Cataloguein :̂

The different educational media are to be properly cl' 
fled. The c^talopueint reciuires careful consideration _f al. 
educational media.

(a) In printed matters - catalogue should give the 
information if the author, publisher, date of 
publication, pages, volume etc.

(b) Slides: Title $ format, imprint, number of 
slides, size and colouf.

(c) Film-strip: Title, format, imprint, time, 
souno, colour and number of frames.

(d) Tape: Composer, author, time, format, playing 
time performe!*, source.

(e) Film: Title, format, imprint, time , sound, 
Colour, performer.

(f) Overhead projector and transparancies: Title 
of the transparancies, format etc,

IV. The Processing aF; Educational Materials:
One hfs to follow systematic method while arranging th 

materials in shelves etc. Tre system of arrangement must be 
orderly, convenient to use and the physical facilities shouL 
provide the system economical in terms of floor space. Trie 
room should be free from dust and excess of heat, moisture, 
electromagnetic fields etc* This needs separate shelves for
books, and other written materials different fcf films, sepa: 
for film-stirps and transparencies etc,
7. Maintenance:

Proper maintencance of educational materials is as Imp* 
.-.ant as processing them. One must prevent unnecessary physic? 
deterioration. The physical maintenance of educational medi?

■. lengthen their effective life and can prevent any rapid detei 
rati.n. One must be able tu detect and repair drmageu part • 
reblace it and undertake steps of cleaning, humidifying- debi 
dyyiog, refiniehiiit. etc. FwH -die ^heckin^ help> one to dei 
the defects. Maintaining eouipment in g,. d condition in edu< 
ti^nal media is or lex in sch ols. The school aaministrato] 
sh. uld 1. k int/- the repair of eouipment either by school tec 
cian or through s.;,e commercial agencies. Maintenance will I 
facilitated by a systematic inventor system. The quality of 
ing experiences will be reduced by inefficient pefformace of 

of/ meot. hence white selecting the equipment .ne mugt take care 
available frx>ilities in che sch .ol such as • specjayged” teacne
wh; use the media, technical personnel wh can take care
the maintenance.
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VI* npcal production of ^ataials:

Comprehensive educational media includes locally 
produced materials. Such 1 cel production identifies the 
several potential values of teachers and students. The 
production of such materials will take care of teaching 
device, evaluate the content as well as presentation and 
also critically look into the communication problems.
In general the local production relates to*

(a) preparation of charts - bettering end colouring
(b) mounting such as biological specimens, labelling 

them, laminating between plastic sheets etc-.
(©/..photographing - the original diagrams or drawinge- 

preparation of slides, frames for filmstrip etc*
(d) writing and editing - instructional materials 

including suggestions for proper demonstrations 
and other learning experiences.

(e) recording video tapes as independent unit or to 
be synchronized with filmstrip etc#

(f) preparation of suitable transparancies for over
head projector.

(g) preparing programmed learning materials.

The administrating/local production needs to ensure satis* 
factory interpretation and application of the local resources*
This reouires aa advisory committee to make the educational 
media useful to schools. They should decide whether to produce 
the material or not* Subject specialists, technical personnel 
are to work in this committee* Specialists are to set the objec
tive and discuss the proposed project with the committee and 
develop overall statement of the project specifications and 
requirements and distribute the responsibilities among the 
committee members, fix up deadlines for the production louk into 
the project progress, follow up work by feedback and evaluate 
the materials.

VII. Programmed learning instruction and teaching pachines;

They are of recent addition to our educational media which 
have been found effective for self study and fur ’individualized 
System of Instruction*. This recognises the individual differe
nces and makes the learner active and provides reinforcement>
The material will be of organised nature of knowledge and the 
learner knows that he is learning.

The administrator should take care while selecting the 
programmed instructional materials. He has to assess ’internal’ 
and ’external* sources - which means through visual inspection 
of the programme and its performance as teaching instrument. He 
must compare the material with that of the text boik end p$ychoT 
logical and educational tests, inspection of subject matter content 
and inspection of achievement test c intent #

••••••
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VIII. Budgeting;

This is a major task for administrator. Planning 
and administrating the budget is the responsibility of 
the central department combined kith related decentralized 
services. The centralization of budget is necessary but 
one has to give sufficient departmental autonomy in function^l 
budgetary planning and administration. The administrator 
should plan for long-term growth. The plan shouli involve 
’desirable minimum’ level followed by a more gradual and 
evenly spread out budget.

In a nutshell the administrators’ tasks are to

1. define achievement or performance goals ;

2. translate these goals'into systems of general
and specific function;

3. specify means of executing the functions and
define the components;

4. distinguish between functions that can best
be performed by personnel and instrument; and

5. plan tte schedules and sequences so that com
ponents of the designed system give maximum 
performanc e.

-oOo-
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MODERN T'lFNDS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION SUPERVISION

(S.Balakrishnaiah)

Supervision is programme for improvement of instruction.

In our country, the programme of Physical Education differs

fr. m sLaca to state afta region to region due to climate,

habitual and other reasons. Tnere was a time wher^e almost 

all the activities found in sports ana games were included 

in the curriculum of secondary and primary schools without 

looking into the aspects of adequate finance, play ground 

equippment, teachers* time* interest and abilities of the 

children. Drill rather than teaching of games and sports was 

emphasised in the school. Physical Education in the school 

curriculum was placed as a cocurricular subject. The teacher 

was not properly trained to teach the activities as well as 

facilities were lacking.

In the recent times, one could see a vast change in the 

programme of physical education in primary and secondary schools. 

The curriculum in Physical Education ^as.suggested in two ways

i.e., a core programme and optional programme. In the core 

programme activities was suggested keeping in view of the faci

lities -available in the school. In the optional programme freedom 

was given to schools and teachers to select activities according 

their convenience.

Different types of activities which develops physical- 

fitness, motor skill, and which provides few has been provided.

The physical education teaching periods are being provided in 

between school hours, special coaching for the selected shhool 

teams in several games are being provided by many schools after

the school hours.

Tha establishment of National Institute of °ports changed 

the countries training programme in physical education activlci .
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Scientific coaching is providedfphysical education teachers an^

others for the development of children’s basic skills in games 
and sports.

Sports-scholarships are being, given to talented sportsman 

and women in?the school and college as incentives.

The professional college’s in Physical Education, Nation?! 

Institute of Sports, N'.C.E.R.T., and Kendriya Vidya Sanghat m 

are organising seminars, workshops and coaching cliniqus in 

sports and games for the^working teachers.

The use of leisure time through playing sports and games 

reduces the problems of indicipline opportunities are being 

provided to the talented sportsmn to show their skill (Mettle) 

in the inter school competitions organised by different agencies 

Intramuril competitions are being organised in every school for 

the benefit of school children.

The objectives of attaining Health, Physical-Fitness, 

development of skill'and human-relations through physical —' 

Education activities is being attempted in every school. The 

role of the Physical Education teacher in safe guarding the 

health of the school children is more emphaisised - now than

ever before
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GROUP DlSCflSSIOliS

GROUP-1

Topic : Problems in Schools Management and an Approach to thcii
Advisor : Sri. Y.K. Gupta

Members s Sri. Sathyanarayana. Murthy M.
Sri. Suryanarayana Murthy K.

Sri. Rajamanickam. V.

Smt. Visalakshi Tha.ngappan T.

The group took up the following problems for discussion 

and various alternative solutions were suggested as detailed 

below:

Problem.1. Morning prayer assembly is held every day in which
the students and pupilo participate. But some tea

chers do not come in time and some do not turn up at 

all. It Is to result in setting a bad example to the 

students and the sanctity of holding an assembly is 

lost.

Suggestions: 1. To hold a general metting in vhich decisions can 

be taken that all the teachers come in time and 

attend the assembly, to avoid scope for indiscipline.

2. To meet the individual many a time ~nd try to 

persuade him to attend the assembly, expl^lni^g the 

harm he is causing to the general interest of the 

institution.

3. To remind them by inculcating the instructions 

received from the Directorate, wherein all the teachers 

are required to be present in the morning assembly.

4. To mark attendance before the actual coa'imencenent 

of the assembly which helps to check up the late com

ing of the teachers and students.
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Problem.2.

Suggestions:

Periodically progress cards are sent to the parents 

to keep then in touch about their children. Atleast 

four tines the progress reports go the parents in
f

an academic year. Parents*do not come to see the

Hh to find a solution for their child’s academic

improvement* But when the results of the final 

examinations are announced making promotions to the 

next higher class, the parents of the failed students

come to complain against the staff and the BM for 

detaining his ward. It is only because his ward 

loses scholarship for the next year.

1. To arrange classes for remedial” teaching.

2. To divide the class into convenient groups of 

slow learners and keep it under the guidance of one 

brilliant student of the class in a particualr subr 

ject.

3. To give class assignments to the slow learners 

and ask the brilliant student to.check it up and to

report to the teacher.

4. To translate the book, that are written and 

published in English, in programmed learning text, 

into Tamil/Telugu and supplied for use to improve 

the slow-learners.

5. To keep yours&f in constant touch with the 

parents and explain in informal' meetings about the 

progress of their children and discuss the ways for 

their academic progress.

6. To establish better public relation to minimise

sconceptions.
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Problem.3. °peci^l classes for slow learners are arranged out

side school hours for improvement of their academic 

achievements. But unfortunately, many students do 

not turn up to special classes, and have some exer

cises, which are not genuine. How can we improve 

their attendance for their betterment?

Suggestions: 1. To establish good contact with the parents and 

students.
2. To make classes more attractive and interested.

Problem.4. There are groups in the school, many of the staff

members sometimes, make use of students against one 

another at the cost of school descipline.

Suggestions: 1. To call a staff meeting for this purpose.

2. To be impartial without siding any group.

Problem.5. was transfered. His work in Science for class

VII which Is a public Examination one, has been 

allotted to 'Y1, an experienced teacher. He declined 

to take up the responsibility, since his case for 
promotion as B.Ed teacher has not been considered by 

the Department.

Suggestions: 1. The work has been allotted to a teacher who is

interested to take up the responsibility of ClassVII

a public examination class- eventhough he is not ; 

possessing B.EA qualification, which is not required 

•for teaching VII standard.

2. His name may be recormended to concerned autho- 

■rities for consideration of his promotion, if he

accepts the responsibility.

3. It is to be told to him that not accepting to 

share the responsibility may affect his future career.
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Suggestions:

Problem.7.

Problem.8.

Remedy:

• • 4 • •

The students come to primary classes with full atte

ndance in the morning, as there is mid-day meal in 

the school. In the afternoon the students are ab

senting themselves as it is a rural area.

1. The teacher should identify such students and 

tell them that mid-day meal will not be served to tb;ss^ 

who absent in the afternoon. Attendance in the 

afternoon will entitle them to have mid-day meals 

next morning.

2. Guidance is essential to the students.to bring 

them into classes in the afternoon.

Where there are cinema theatres serening movie films 

on Saturdays,•there is a fall in the attendance in 

schools in urban areas.

1. Saturday periods may be utilised for any cultu

ral activity so that students may be attracted in 

attending schools*

2. Screening such interesting movie films inthe 

schools also will avoid such fall In attendance.

3. Teachers may be asked to contact the parents 

and persuade them to advise their warddsto attend 

schools regularly.

Students forge the signdures of their parents in the 

progress eards-and leave letters.

1. We can have the specimen signatures of their 

parents and get them verified.

2. We may send for the parents to the school and 

get their signatures in the progress cards in persc.n

3. By doing so we can have contact with the parents

regarding the students1 achievements in person.
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Problem.9. In a coeducational institution boy of 16 years !X!

wrote a letter to .a girl studying in his class stat

ing that he was in love with that girl. The girl 

brought the letter to the Head faster and wept bitt

erly. She said th~t she would discontinue her studies. 

The girl was beautiful, innocent and bright in her 

studies. The identity of the boy was not known. He

had not given his name in the letter. The girl had a 

suspicion on the boy ’X', who used to talk indirectly, 

when the girl passed near him in the street or the 

school varandah.

The particular boy was called and asked whether 

he wrote the letter. He flatly denied. Ke was asked 

as to what he would do, if a sister of him received 

such a letter. He said he would not like It and would

take the culprit to task.

The handwriting of the letter and that of the boy 

*X’ were compared and found that they were not alike.

The girl was advised to forget the matter comple

tely stating that nothing would happen. She did not

receive any further letters and continued her studies.

Problem.10*In a school, the members of the staff were found

divided in two groups. The members of group A were in 

favour of the Head Master and the other group was against 

him. The school wohk suffered. Students also come tu

know of the rift between the teachers and the r*ead Master.

The Head Master wanted to avoid the gr -upisi.. a. ong the 

teachers which stood against the smooth functioning .f

of the instituti >n



He called for a staff meeting and began to find out

the causes therefor. There was a frank discussi ?n.

Teacher ’A’ accused teacher ,B* of telling tales against 

him to the Head Master. It was true that teacher ’ri* was 

found to be talking to the Head Master aften and helping 

him in school work which was mistaken to be tale-bearin£,.

The HeadMaster should avoid moving with some teachers 

too Closely which gives rise to suspicion among others.

The Head Master should try to be impartial. He should 

not be communal.

He should often convene staff meetings and delegate 

work equally among his subordinates. These things might 

help him in removing groupism among the teachers.
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GROUP - II*

Topic : Problems in Management of Ron-Instructional Resources. 

Advisor : Mr.V.T. Doreswamy

Members : Mr. Y. Samuel 
Mr.,P. Muthu 
Mr. J. Katarajan 
Miss. P.K. Malathy 

Mrs. Zackaria

Run-Instructional Resources referred here are co-curricular 
activities such as sports and games, club activities, etc.

The Problems arp;-

1. Till now non-instructional resources were not given as much 

importance in school education as it is necessitated by the 

present need.

2. The very fact that co-curricular activities are usually con

ducted after the school hours indicates the less importance 

given to them.

3. Due to lack of suitable accomodation in the school, the co- 

curricular activities could not find an important place in 

school education.

4. A well Qualified and interested teacher who can inculcate

interest in co-curricular activities in the minus of the 

pupils is not found in the school.

5. No proper motivation is given to bring out the innate talents 

of the pupils.

6. Allocating the time fur the co-curricular activities at the 

fagend of day or week may not give . an effective results.

7. Without understanding that the co-curricular activities are 

essential for the alround development of the personality of 

of children, their parents do not extend their co-operation.

2
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8. As the achievement of the students in co-curricular activi

ty 3 are not considered while giving promotion to the next 

higher classes, co-curricular activities are completely neg

lected by ‘ tne teachers and the taughts.

9. For want uf financial assistance co-curricular activities 

coula not find a place of encouragement among the pupils.

OUR APPROACH

1. Frr shaping the alround personality of the students and for 

bringing out the the innate talents of the students, co-cu- 

rricular activities must be given as much importance as curri
cular activities.

2. Co-curricular activities must be built into the routine class 

time-table by allocating two continuous periods in the beginn

ing of a day in the week* Then the teachers and taughts will 

be participating in co-curricular activities with full enthu

siasm to bring out all their abilities.

3. Available accomodation may suitably adjusted for doing the 

co-curricular activities such as club activities, debate, 

music ] competition, vocal as well as instrumental, drawing, 

modelling,etc., by dividing all the pupils into as many groups 

as the classes exist, by limiting to the availability of local

resources and talents among the teachers and taughts. Pupils 

not interested in co-curricular activities, may be given 

library work.

4. If possible a well qualified and inteiested teacher may be 

posted for each co-curricular activity or else, the existing

teachers, who possess talents in one co-curricular activity 

or other, may be entrusted with the work. Every teacher may 

be asked to organise one co-curricular activity according to
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his talents and taste and' one can overcome the difficulty of 

not having a fully qualified teacher. We can even welco. e 

the local volunteers to extend the help and co-operation in 

this regard.

i. Motivation and incentives are inter-related. A certificate 

atleast must be issued appreciating end recognising the work 

done by the teacher and taught. A word of appreciation is a 

must for teachers and the same may be recorded in his Service

Register. Then everybody will be coming forward to partici

pate in the co-curricular activities.

6. Parents and the public must be invited to attend the co-curri

cular activities. They must be involved in the activities to 

avoid any non-co-operation by them. The parent and teacher 

ma£ also be involved to avoid any misunderstanding or mis

conception about the co-curricular activities.

7. All winners may be awarded with attractive and useful prizes 

and thereby encourage the students to participate voluntcrur^ly 

without any compulsion on their part by the teacher.

8. While promoting the pupils to the next higher standards, not 

only the marks secured by them in the curricular subjects 

should be considered but also the satisfactory participation 

and progress in the co-curricular activities must be considered

9. The department may be approached for necessary and sufficient 

financial help for running them.

regarding the co-curricular activities in girl schools

are introduced in our syllabus and : j carried out for girls. Or.e 

period of music, one period of needle work, two periods of physical 

education training are allotted in the time-table. A music teach.
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g needle work teacher and a physical education teacher are appoi

nted and the children Pre made active participants.

Though the facility of physical education is limited,in 

the avialable space physical education is carried out in the 

form of Kabadi, Volley ball, tennicoit, exercises and yoga.

Scout classes are conducted regularly. Students partici

pate in camp,hiking,etc.

The members of the Science club under the guidance of the 

science teacher make clay models, charts, etc., and quiz progra- 

mmes are conducted in groups. The report is sent to the depart- V* 

ment every month.

As the Radio lessons are broadcast during the school 

hours, the students listen to the programmes and discuss with the

teacher
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GROUP - III

Topic

Advisci'

s Student unrest and our approach to then 

: Sri.N.N. Prahallada

Members : Smt. Suguna KP
Smt. Meenakshy V 
Sri. Kailasam K 
Sri. Thandapani R 
Sri. 1'hangepandian T 
Sri. Nicholas M

Since times immemorial, student unrest in some form or the 

other existed both in the school and in the University Campuses. 

Nowadays it is a global one. No day passes without the students 

violence. It is all because of individual differences in mankind.

Everybody wants to be free and nobody wants to be submissive to 

any authority. So far as the educational institutions are con

cerned, this sort of student unrest flares up at the least prova

cation and thaeby the authority i.e. the manager of the school is 

in dil_;nma. The causes for this kind of unrest are not far to 

seek. are living in an age of democratic se’t up. As such no

body wants to be deprived of educational opportunities under the 

sun and hence the slogan ’Education for the masses’ is in the <?ir. 

Let us think of the number of schools and colleges in 1947 and 

the mushroom growth of the educational institutions in 1979. The 

explosion in population during these years resulted in the abnor

mal growth of the educational institutions.

1* As a result of the growth of the institutions both in rural 

and urban areas the children of all categories are admitted with

out any preliminary tests and thereby leading to the recruitme*/ 

of a number of teachers who have neither the vision nor the call

ing for this noble profession, unfortunately we are unhappy t.> 

remark that most of the teachers are not upto the mark in thei. 

•academic calibre or morale. As and when a problem arises, tb
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stucents look up to the teacher with confidence for a better 

solution. Unfortunately the teacher aggravates the situation 

and spoils the image of the institution and the dignity of the 

teachers and headmasters are jeopardised by hooliganism and anti

social activities.

2. The politicians in order to achieve their ends exploit the 

students and the young blood unaware of their future prospects in 

life fall prey to them and indulge in unruly activities. Many 

teachers are also politically oriented, having the politicians as 

their god fathers, to enrich themselves in their career. In this

connection, it is to be noted that a committee set up by the 

Allahabad University namely R- nadhir Singh Committee reveals the 

finding that formation of well developed society is possible only 

in the absence of political interference in the day-to-day admini 

stretion in the educational institutions.

3. Apart fr;m the political influence economic factors also 

contribute to the unruly behaviour of the studats. India is a 

democratic country set up in a socialistic pattern but still 

there are very rich people and very poor people with a yawning 

gap in social and emotional behaviour. In other words in the

school there are hetrogeneous group of students instead of homo- 

genious one. As such a student coming from low-class family, 

has the natural urge to act like a student of the rich in matters 

like dress, ornaments, etc.’ Lack of healthy home is also one of 

the reasons for the unhealthy atmosphere in the schools where 

non-functional and uninspirational education- : prevails.

4. Corruption is also one of the main causes which creates rest

lessness in the students. Corruption visible in . any form 

whether in kind or cash creates a sense of restlessness among
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students. For instance a corruptive headmaster loses his own 

image ~nd prestige; so too the staff members. Once the institu

tion loses its t~ne and tradition, it is impossible to think ^f 

its revival. Invariably the society will look down upon the ins

titution and the morale of the teaching personnel.

Some suggestions to mitigate the problem of student unrest:

1. The root of all troubles starts from want of human under

standing. Once the heait is touched the core of the problem is 

touched. The psychological needs of the students along with the 

physical needs are not given due importance. As such the frus

trated students failed to think of the institution as their own, 

so it is necessary on the part of the teaching community tq&e.ni-

fest their love, affection, appreciation and sympathy, Most of 

the headmasters feel that strict discipline should be maintained 

at any cost. xn that case, it (rules and regulations of the: 

school) should be made known to every student before their admi

ssion. More powers should also be given to the heads of all 

school whether private or government.

2. Less interference on the part of the politicians in the 

reglar work of the schools will ensure the peaceful atmosphere 

in the school campus.

3. The concept of internal assessment should be introduced with 

out delay which will help students not only to study well but tc 

behave properly. No school should be given grants, if they are 

not maintaining proper buildings and other facilities such as 

sanitary conditions, water, shelter, etc. Not the least the 

moral instruction should invariably be included in the curricu

lum and taught in such a manner that every student will feel a 

sense of responsibility towards his belongings, neighbours ar.u.
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the nation at large.

4. The role of the parents should not be neglected in this as

pect. They should evince keen interest in the education of their 

children and at the same time cooperate with the school autho

rities to make the school to function efficiently without any 

obstacle from any Quarters of the society, vastly, the press, 

government and public should co-operate with the educational 

institutions in order to mitigate, if not eradicate, the global 

issue that paralyses the ruler and the ruled.

• • • •
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GROUP - IV

Topic j Barriers to the implementation of innovations—roots of 
the difficulties.

Advisor : Mr.C. Seshadri.

Members : Thiru. V. Swaminathan 
V. Sunithy 
R. Santhanakrishnan 
N. Balssubramaniam,
A. Ramaiyan 
Y.. \Zenkataramani

Introduction:- In the Union Territory of Pondichery, the 
directorate of Education adopts and follows the Central Civil 

Service Rules for administrative purposes and Madras Education 

Rules for the purpose of academic efficiency-. As all the schools 

are governad by the Department, all the modern trends of e/lucation 

and new techniques of teaching in all the spheres are well imple

mented and administered. However certain new innovations along 

with objectives are stated here. While implementing the’same, the

barriers and certain difficulties that we come across are also 

discussed. In addtion certain reforms and remedial measures are
‘i

suggestec to overcome the barriers for proper and purposeful imple 

mentation of such innovations.

A. Serial Number

B. Area in which innovations are introduced.

C. Innovations

D. Purposes and Objectives.

E. Working of the scheme in practice.

F. Difficulties and Barriers.

G. Action plan suggested for better implementation.

n. Remarks.

2
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A. 1
3. Curriculum Instructional Programme.

C. Introduction of work experience.

D. To develop the skills of head and hand.

3. 2 periods of the Time-Table are allotted.

F. Only a few schools are able to introduce the scheme. Others 
have no facilities to implement the same.

d. 1) Craft and drawing wasters are to provided.
2) Materials- atleast gardening implements are to be given, 

since in.rural areas agriculture is predominent.

A. 2

B. Curriculum Instructional Programme.

C. Special Tutorial classes for SC/ST:

D. To bring up the slow learners ana guide them.

E. Works satisfactory.

F. 1) The part-time tutor is able to guide one or two subjects. So
the students are not able to get guidance in other subjects.

2) Other economically backward students who are financially poor
than the SC/ST are not included in the scheme.

G. 1) orders are to be issued to utilise the services of the school
teachers to supplement the part-time tutors in their tasks.

2) Financially poor students who needs special coaching may also
be admitted.

a. a

з. Curriculum

c. Introduction of Epglish in I & II standards.

j’ Te;-acnt«iJut the students V* f reign languages etfet in their y^ong 
ages.

и. dot satisfactorily implemented especially in rural areas.

?. Teachers are not equipped with proper guidelines.

G. 1) orient~tion course to Teachers are to be given.

2) Teaching materials and aids may be provided to the schools.

3
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A. 4

B. Curriculum
C- School complex.

D. 1) To improve the standards of primary and middle schools which
are the feeding populations to High schools.

2) Maximum utilisation of school facilities to the needy schools.
3) To have the co-ordination between high schools and other 

feeding schools.

E. It is scheme only on paper.

F. 1) The H.M. of the High school has no sufficient power to make
the other subsidiary schools to involve in this programme.

2) The objectives, procedures and importance of the programme 
are not fully informed to the participating school staff.

G. 1) Sufficient powers have to be delegated to the H.M. of the
High School.

2) Schools to be liked with the High School are to be planned 
and communicated to the concerned officials.

3) The administrative authority may call the High School H.M. 
the H.M’s of the linked school and the DIS for a meeting and 
explain its roll.

A. 5

B. Co-curricula activities.

C. Play festival arranged at Inter School Level

D. To develop the talents like Vocal music, instrumental music, 
folk dance etc., of the students.

E. Competitions are held only in Urban areas.

F. The talents of the students of rural schools are not given 
importance.

G. Department has to focus its attention in this field.

A. 6

B. Co-curricular activities

Ct Functioning of ^ehru Yuvak Kendra and Bt-.l Bhavan.

D. To give wide scope for individual tastes and talents of young 
students.

E. Available only to the children of Pondichery Tc^wn. The projec 
is working well.
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F. ---------

G. intension of the programme to other' areas will be highly, utili 
tarian.

A. 2_

b. Teaching technioues and professional development of te.-chers. 

g. Introduction of condensed lessen- plan.

D. To make the Notes of lesson useful and meaningful.

E. Partly successful

F. Teachers of all schools are not acquainted with the scheme.

G. Teachers need orientation to have full imformation.
<

A. S

B. Evaluation of students.

C. Common Examination for VIII standard.

D. l) To standardize evaluation of VIII standard students.
3).’ To have a check for covering the entire syllabus.

E. It is not effective.

F. Valuation of scripts is being done in the respective schools 
themselves, nullifying the objectives thereby.

G. Central Valuation(as is done in the S.S.L.C Public Examination) 
will be more effective.

H. This scheme may be extended to VI, VII & IX standards.

A. 9

j. Student services

C. Student, co-operative stores.

D. 1) To inculcate the managing ability of the students.
2) To get the studentfs requirements at a cheaper cost.
3) To have eesy access to the students.

E. Works well inmost of the Hioh Schools.
F. -----

G, The good scheme may be extended to the Middle schools.
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A. iQ

b. 3tu lent services.

C. Sanchayika Scheme.

L. 1) Developing the saving tendency among the students.
2) Acquiring knowledge of Banking procedures.

E. It is only successful

K. Gala opening has been done initially but it has ljst its spirit 
due to lack of encouragement of the concerned authorities.

G. 1) Lively spirit is to be incorporated by giving awards to the 
best school who has taken this project.

2) Teachers scarcity may be removed enabling to assign one teacher 
for this scheme thereby reducing his workload in the school.
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CIUrSE IN TECHNIQUES IN ADMINISTRATIVE SUPERVISION ^MD MANAGEMENT FOR HEaDS OF HIGH SCHOOLSIN PONDICHERRY

VALEDICTORY FUNCTION
10/2/79

PROGRAMME

Opening Remarks
Group Reports

Impressions of the Programm

Presidents Speech

Vote of Thanks

... Dr.K.P.Nayak, Principal 

... I - Shri Ananthanarayan
II - Shri Samuel 

III - Shri 'lhanga Pandian
IV - Shri Swaminathan

.. 1 - Smt. Zachariah
2 - Shri* Satyanarayana ” 

Murthy

... Dr.V.J. Hudli,
Joint Director, ATIM

... Shri. V.T. Doreswamy



REGIONAL COlLEGE OF EDUCATION,

EVALUATION SHEET £7

Name of the Training Course

Duration: From To

Bio-Data

±. Name of the Officer

2. Designation of the Officer

3. Age

4. Educational Qualifications

5. Length of Service

1. Having been through the course do you 
think it has been

Excellent/Good/Moderate/
Poor

COMMENTS:
2. How far the background papers we

useful to you during the course

3. would you say that the programme
content as prescribed was:

Very usef1/moderately/ 
useful/not useful.

kell balanced/needs modifl- 
•ation/needs elimination 
in parts

4. what is your opinion of the aca
demic content of the course

5. To what extent do you think the
group discussions were useful:

6. with respect to the overall ob
jectives of the present course, 
which of the subjects dealt 
with were

7. To what extent do you think tbs 
course would be useful to you 
from the point of view of your

; functions and responsibilities

Very useful/Useful/of no 
use.

.^5? a. Most useful to you 
b. Least useful to you

Very great extent/Some 
extent/Iittie or none.

8. Your comments regarding 
of the course.

the duration and daily time schedule

2. Did you make use of any books from a. i. Yes 
the Library during the course . ii. No

iii. To some extent
for (i) and (iii)give list of books read 
if no, answer why9 '

i. want of time 
ii. No books of interest

iii. No mind to raad 
iv. Study habit is lost I

b. About Journals and News papers:

10. what do you feel about

i. Very useful 
ii. usefuliii. Useful4 ~ v . j. - ..V . J.

the study tour(s)/Trip( s)
} 11. In what way do you think the 
5 course'could be m de more useful 
* and or»ctical.

: i



EVALUATION OF THE COURSE IN TECHNIQUES IN ADMINISTRATIVE 
SUPERVISION AND MANAGEMENT FOR HEALS OF HIGH SCHOOLS BY

THE PARTICIPANTS

This course was attended by 22 persons having an ex- • 
perience from 7 years to 27 years in teaching/administrative won 
The age rangeof the participants wr.g 35 years to 50 years. The 
average age was 43 years and the average experience was 20-J- year 
4 participants were post-graduates in arts, and 18 graduates (Ar 
11, and Science7). All of them were having the professional qua 
lifications like B.Ed., B.T., or M.Ed except one who was B.A., o

These participants were asked to give their reactions c
a separate evaluation sheet(which is given in the appendix). T’ 
evaluation sheet consists of 11 points.

Their reactions are as follows:

1. 14 participants pointed out that this course 
had been good while 8 pointed out it to be 
excellent. None of them considered it as 
moderate or poor.

2. With regard to the background papers they 
pointed out that they have been very use
ful to them since it was collaborated by 
16 participants. 5 considered them as mo
derately useful. Only one of them consi
dered as !not useful’.

3. According to them the programme content as
prescribed was well balanced (14 partici

pants) . 7 of them were of the opinion that
it. needed modifications.

4. With regard to the academic content of the 
course their opinion was that it was suffi- 
cent/adequate and up-to the mark. Some of 
them considered it very sueful and meaning
ful. .Thile others pointed out that it was 
good .to the great extent.

5. The participants expressed their view points 
that the group discussions were very useful 
(15 participants), while the rest considered 
them as useful. None of them considered as
’ of no use’

6. 7ith respect to the overall objectives of the 
course and most useful subjects to them were 
human relations in school administration, ma
nagement by objectives, approaches to manage
ment in education, guidance and supervision of 
teachers in schools and the role of head master, 
physical education in schools, techniques of 
admi.. istration, A.V.Aids, institutional plan
ning, socially useful productive work, pro
gramme learning and case stucy. 12 partici
pants pointed out that this course was moot 
useful to them in terms of objections but did 
not mention the topics which were most useful
to them.

7. From the view-point of their functions and res
ponsibilities most of the participants thought 
that the couise would be very useful to a very 
~rcrt extent. None of then thought it to be
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8. Their comnents regarding the duration and daily 

time schedule of the course were as follows:

Five days time was not sufficient for this course.
It should have been from one weeks to ten days 
duration. One of them pointed out that it should 
be of 30 days. According to them the time was so 
short that they could not have access to the 
library and for conducting group discussion fully. 
According to some of them the duration and time 
schedule was well balanced and alright. Some 
wanted to have more time for theoretical back
ground to be given since this was a new area for 
them. Continuously sitting for two hours to 
listen to the lectures was a bit difficult to 
them and some practical work could also have bec-n ' 
incorporated as they considered.

9. During the course 15 participants could not make use
of any books from library because of want of time, 
only six participants couLd make use of the library 
books to some extent and read some of the books 
related to school management and administration.
Some of the participants could read the related 
items in the new-papers and journals

10. The participants were taken to various places of in
terest to visit around and in Mysore city. Their 
reaction was that this kind of a trip was very useful

(7 participants) and useful (12 participants).

11. In the end the evaluation sheet required the partici
pants to give their suggestions for making this cours-e 
more useful and pratcial. Some of the suggestions 
given by them are as follows:

i. Most of the participants thought that the duration 
of the course was very short. It could have been 
for 10 to 15 days so that more time could have been 
devoted for group work, discussion, referring to the 
books in.the library and for sharing their experi
ences from the learned scholars in the field of 
educational administration and management. Because 
of shortage of time some of the lectures were hur
ried through.

ii. The participants felt that a tentative outline of 
the-programme along with papers, which were to be 
discussed, could have been sent in advance so that 
they cou d have come prepared and participated in 
all the delibrations of the course usefully.

iii. They expressed their opinion that more personnel 
should have been invited from the Administrative 
Institute of Mysore to give more lectures on the 
modern approach to school administration and manage
ment. Some of them also wished that the managers 
of private firms/factories should have given talks

to the ,/hole group so that they could develop the 
managerial abilities and competencies in the general 
which may be applicable at a later stage in educa
tional institutions. They wanted to visit the Admi
nistrative Institute also to acquiant themselves 
which its functioning. They also desired to visit 
some of the firms and factories where management 
of the affairs is considered to be good.



Such books could be returned at a later stage. They 
also wanted to have some periods during the course for 
referring certain books on the s ubjoct in the library

v. They nave expressed their view point that the gr oi p 
discus.:ions were very useful cm them. They had a
I
?0<
of

i.inw that o ;hor aspect s of school management
hi t^’: n
the shortage of

up in 
tine .

group discus sione because

ho doubt, the oours e was v^r • useful end mcai ingful
to hie yr.itisi*.ants yet t 'i,..v felt the need for somekin! O ', practical work in '^d.?jl r.anag ;mcnt me1 administration. y dosiem no -:a\m ’ RoK Playing iSchool hanagement’ to be discussed throu.gtxly and 
certain practical problems could have been present
ed through this technique.

vii. As a follow-up of this course they expressed their 
desire that a conference of the ills., be called 
after six months to share their experience and make 
school management and administration more useful, 
meaningful and functional.
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CORRESPONDENCE CUM CONTACT PROGRAMME FOR ELEMENTARY 
TEACHER EDUCATORS

TOPIC: UNDERACHIEVEMENT

Dr.S.Dandap ani

Intelligence and Achievement

A valid and reliable test of Intelligence mast 
be able to predict a pupil’s scholastic achievement. 
As IQ increases, one19 capacity to perform in class 
work also increases. We may say that an Intelligence 
Test has Predictive Validity.

Underachievement

Supposing a pupil1 s score in an Intelligence 
test is pnetty high, bat his Academic Achievement 
score quite low,, we can suspect that he is not 
utilizing his capacity to the fullest possible extent.

An underachiever is pnexwho has not been 
functioning at a level commensurate with his capacity. 
It is pointed out in the Report of the Education 
Commission (1964-66).

......... the group of underachievers consists ’
of children who are not intellectually 
dull, but are at least of average and 
may even be of superior ability* The 
failure of such children should be of 
great concern to a developing eountry 
like ours (India) which cannot remain 
indifferent to this loss of potential 
manpower within the higher ability 
range.

Identification of Underachievers

A teacher has to first identify the under
achievers - tbose who have been working far below 
their potential capacity. Ah intelligence test and 
an’, achievement test has to be administered 
separately. The scores of every pupil in both tests 
have to be compared. By using a statistical 
technique called ’Regression Prediction’ it is 
possible to identify underachievers whose predicted 
achievement score, on the basis of regression- 
equation, is one standard error of estimate above 
the obtained achievement score.

Causes of Underachievement

Several causes may be attributed to the onset 
of underachievement. The following are a few 
among them
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a) Home Conditions:

b) School Conditions:

c) Conditions within 
the individual:

’Broken.homes; low morale; poverty; 
parental illiteracy; lack of encourage 
ment

Inadequate facilities; overcrowded 
classrooms; poor teaching;

Poor Health; Lacking in.goals; 
a.sense of complcency

A programme of guidance services eould help the underachi 
vers to overcome their difficultfe and attain a resonably high 
level of achievement.

The Education Commission (1964-66) have made strong recom 
mendations with regard to the establishment of a Guidance and 
Counselling centre in every school

One of the main functions of guidance at the secondary 
level is to aid tn the identification and development 
of the abilities and interests of adolescent pupils. It 
helps those pupTls to understand their own strengths 
and limitations and to do scholastic work at the level 
of their ability.

P.8: A study conducted by the author for his Ph.D(lP76) with a 
group of 10th std., underachieving boys resulted in sig
nificant again in Academic 'lchlevement,‘ as a result of a 
programme of guidance services.
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List of participants of the Uorkshop on ’Course in Techniques of 
Administration and Supervision, Management for Heads of High 
schools of Pondicherry from 6 - 2 - 197? to 10 - 2 - 1979.

Name Address

1. Sriyuths:

1. Y.Samuel

2. A.Ramaiyan

3. Y.Venkataramani

4. J.Natarajan

5. P.Muthu

6. T.K.Visalakshy Thangappa

7. V.Sunithi

8. K.P.Suguna

9. R.Zachariah

10. P.K.Malathy

11. V.Rajamanickam

12. S.Ananthanarayanan

13. N.Kailasam

Head Master Gr.IGovt. High School
Thondamana f~hom
PONDICHERRY

Head ''aster Gr.IT
Govt. Middle School, 
Selloor, Karaikal 
PONDICHERRY

Head Master Gr. *11 
Gu«t. Middle School 
Calmandapame
Nettapakkam, PONDICHERRY

Head Master,
Govt. Middle School 
Kammapakam, PONDICHERRY

Head Master Gr.II
Govt. Middle School
Thirubuvanai
PONDICHERRY

Head Mistress Gr.II
G.M.School, Arumparthapuram
PONDICHERRY

Head Mistress Gr.I 
Thiruvallur Govt. Girls 
High School, Laporte Street 
PONDICHERRY

Head Mistress Gr.II 
Govt. Girls Middle School 
Mudaliarpet, PONDICHERRY

Head Mistress Gr. I 
Sannitha Govt. Girls High 
School, Muthialpet 
PONDICHERRY

Head Mistress Gr.I 
Govt. Girls High School 
Bahour, PONDICHERRY

Head Master
Govt. High School
Thirumalairayanpattinam 
Karaikal, PONDICHERRY

Head Master Gr.I
Thiruvalluvar Govt. High 
School, Ambagarathur 
PONDICHERRY

Head Master Gr.II
Govt. Middle School 
Sethur, Karaikal 
PONDICHERRY
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14. M.Nicholas

15. R.Santhanakrishnan

16. R.Thandapani

17. K.Suryanarayanamurthy

18. T.Thangapandian

19. M.Sathyanarayanamurthy

20. N.Meenakshi

21. N.Balasubramani

22. V.'Staminathan

Head Mas ter Gr.1
Govt. ”igh School
Nedungedu(Karaikal) 
PONDICHERRY

Head Master Gr.IT
Govt. ’’iddle S^ool 
Karaikalmedu 
Karaikal, PO"DICHHHEY

Head Master Gr.IT
Govt. Boys Middle datoo] 
Karaikal, PONDICHE'RY

Head Master
Govt. Middle School 
Kanakalapeta, PONDICHERRY

Head Master
Govt. High School
Kirumambakkam, PONDICHERRY

Head Master Gr. I
Mahathmagandhi Govt. High 
School for Boys, Yanara 
PONDICHERRY

Head Master Gr.I
Govt. Girls High School 
(North) Karaikal, 
PONDICHERRY

Head Master Gr.II
Govt. Middle School, 
Kuruvinatham, PONDICHERRY

Head Master Gr.II
Govt. Middle School 
Kuruvinatham, PONDICHERRY.
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